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Introdudion
The Soil Conservation Service.of the Cl S Department
of Agriculture Takes Conserving Soil available to
educators nationwide. Designed for use as
enrichment materials in grades kthrough 9; this
program is an interdisciplinary study of soils

Students dig in soils and get their hands dirty They
find the millions of creatures that live under their
feet- Students may also research the history of local
Native Americans to see how they and others have
used the land and its soils Then they find out not
only how we degrade soils but also how we can
conserve them for future use Finally, students
investigate several critical soil issues that will affect
tkeir lives and the lives of millions of people around .

the world

Conserving Sod ts ready for use in yo.ur classroom
It has 24 spirit duplicating activity masters, 4 full-color
transparencies, and this 16-page teacher'sguide
With a minimum of effort, you can teach an entire
unit that wilt actively involve studentsthat will get
them away from their desks and into the natural
environMent The program contains a balance of in-
class and outdoor learning experiences that will teach
your students about an often overlooked but
essential part of our environmentsoils

'Each activity master %NA produce a minimum of
200 copies To makecopies, detach the master along
the perforated edge Then attach it to the drum of a
spirit duplicator and run the desired number of
copies The master can be stored for future'use by
placing it back in-its original place between the
tissues

Each of the program's four transparencies is a
four-color illustration You can write on the
transparerldes with a grease pencil or a water-
soluble marker and remove your markings with a dr)x
or damp towel (Permanent-ink marker writing
cannot be removed )

Carefulty detach the transparency from the guide
along its perforated edge, and return it to its original
place between the tissues after use

This teacher's guide contains the background
information needed toptroduceand teach each
lesson Objectives and suggestedactivities for getting
students actively involved in the learning process are
printed on the non-reproducing side of each spirit
master Techniques include out-of-class research,
small group discussion and decision making, brain-
storming, experiments, and case study investigations
Optional actwities are listed at the end of s6sleral
lessons

A glossary of important terms is also included
- Photocopy the glossary for your students at the

beginning of the unit Refer to it when you encounter
words that are unfamiliar to your students A
resource guide is included at the end of the guide

Conserving Soilis both interdisciplinary and
flexible Students will use the skillsof mathematics,
sciense, English, and social studies curricula To
enhance the effectiveness of this program, 9ou may
wish to team teach with a science or social studies
colleague
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Comments regarding this program or inquiries
about the availability of other conservation materials
may be directed to Conserving Soil, USDA Soil
Conservation Service, PO Box 2890, Washington,
D C 20013 You may also write to this address fora
free color land resource map of the United States It
would be an excellent map to use with this program

Soils Glossary
Acid Rain-Rain, snow, dr other forms of water that
,are made more acid by waste gases which come
mainly from the burning of coal and oil products The
gases (usually sulfur dioxide and oxides of nitrogen)
mix with water and other materials in the air Acid
rain falls on the land and water and can affect
wildlife, plants, soil, and building materials
Acre-A unit of measurement of land It is equal to
the area of land inside a square that is about 209 feet
on each side (43,560 square feet)
Algae-Microscopic green plants that live in water
and on land They serve as food for other Organisms
Bacteria-Microscopic ordanisms that live on water
and on land They help break Clown organic materials
into simpler nutrients in a process called.decay
Bacteria release nutrients to the soil
bedrock-A more or less solid layer& rock found on
the surface of the land or below the soil
Cell Division-The process by which a,plant or
animal cell splits in half to form younger cells
Commodity-A useful or valuable product of
agriculture such as soybeans, beets, or cattle
CoMposting-Mixing decaying organic matter

-(food scr A: s, grass clippings, leaves) to form a rich soil
condition r
Condens tion-C hanging a gas into a liquid, for
example, when steam or water vapor turn into
water
Elongation-The process in which something
beComes longer, such as plant cells as trjey grow
Evaporation-Ch3nging a liquid to a gas, for -
example, when water turns into steam or water

Ev4cppoorrt-A product (such as grain or meat) that is
traded with another nation .

Famine-An extreme shortage of food in abiven
area .
Feedlot-4\ n enclosed area in which animals such
as hogs or cattle arefed before being sold for meat
Fungi (pluraf of fungus)-A group of non-green
plants, such as molds, and mushrooms, that live on
dead or dying organic matter Fungi releasqnutrientOr
to the soil
Goods-An item or thing, such as bread, meat, or
fruit, that people are willing to buy .

Habitat-An area of land in which plants and
animals live, grow, and reproduce
Humus-Highly decomposed plant and animal
residue that is a part of soil
Hydrologic Cycle-The cycleof water movement
from the atmospfrre to the earth and back again
through these steps evaporation, transpiratioti,
condensation, precipitation, percolation, runoff, and
storage

Irreversible-A situation that is impossible to
change For example, it is impossible to.change a
shopping mall back to farmland



Land-One of the major factors of production that is
supplied by nature and includes all natural resources
in their original state such as mineral deposits, wildlife,
timber, fish, water, and the fertihty of the soil
Landfill-A location where solid waste (garbage) is
disposed of
Leaching-The removal of soluble minerals from
soil by the downward movement of water
Mineral-A naturally occurring inorganic substance
with definite chemical and physical properties and a
definite crystal structure

Monoculture-The cultivation of a single type of
crop over a large area which excludes other uses of
that land
Native Americans-The people who lived in the
United States before it was inhabited by people from
Europe, Asia, and other continents
Nematodes-Microscopic, elongated worms that
liveon other organisms n the soil
Nutri9nt-A substance that supphes nounshment
for an organism to live It can be food or chemicals
depending upon the organism
Nutriept Exchange-The process by which plant
roots exchange an acid for nutrients from the soil
Organic Matter-Plant and animal material in
vanous stages of decomposition that may be part of
the soil
Parent Material-The earthy materialsboth
mineral and organicfrom which soil is formed
Percolation-The downward movement of water
in soil
Permeability-The citnahty of soil that allows aj,r or
water to move through It
Photosynthesis-The process in which green
plants combine water and carbon dioxide gas in the
presenceof light to form sugars and oxygen gas
Plains States-The area of the United States that is
generaqwest of the Mississippi River and eastef the
Rocky Mountains (also called the Great Plains)
Pore Spaces-The area of the soil through which
water and air move The space between soil particles
PrecipitatiOp-Rain, snow, and other forms of
water that fall to earth
Productivity-The amount of crops Or animals that
can be harvested from land It can also mean the
general amOunt of goods made in a given time or in a

given area
Respiration-The process by which organisms
obtain energy when sugars combine with oxygen
Carbon dioxide and water are given off
Row Crops-Agricultural crops, such as corn and
soybeans, that are grown in roOs
Runoff-Water that flows off land into streams and
other waterways
Soil A naturally occurr1ng mixture of minerals,
org4nic matter, water, and air which has a definite
structure and composttion and forms on the surface
of the land
Soil Color -The color of a sample of soil ,
Soil Horizon A layer of,solthat is nearli paraHel to
the land surface and is different from layers above
and below
Soil Mineral-That portion of the spit that is
inorganic andpefther air nor water
Soil Survey The identification, classification,
mapping, interpretation, and expranation of the soil
over a given area of land

Soil Texture-The relative amounts of sand, sit
and clay in a giveasoil sample
Technology-The many different methods used to
provide goods for human needs and wants
Water Storage-The locations in which water is
stoeed They can be above ground in lakes,'nvers, and
other waterways or below ground as ground water
Zone of Accumulation-The layers in a soil into
which solpble compounds are moved and depositeo°
by water
Zone of Decomposition-Surface layers in a soil
in which organic matter decays
Zone of Leaching-The layers in a soil from which
*soluble nutrients are removed by water

Unit,1

Soils: An Overview
In this unit, students investigate the fundamental
concepts of soil science and survey the social and
economic impacts of soils This unit makes no
attempt to deal comprehensively with the topic
Instead, it presents a few key concepts to form the
basis ftr expansion in Unit II, where students
investigate the proper Use of this valuable natural
resource

There are two lessons in Unit I "Soil Science"
looks at soils from an investigatwe point of view
Stdents collect and analyze samples of many
different types of soil "The Social Impact of Soils"
highlights the important role that soils had in the
history of the.United States and still have in our lives
Students look back to a time when Americans lived
directly from the soil They also contrast that period
with today when most Americans are removed from
the soil itself, but still depend on it for food and fiber

Lessop 1

Soil Science
This lesson introduces students tosthe soil beneath
their feet They find out what soils are and what types
of reatures live undergiound They also learn flow a
soil (stormed and how soils differ Students spend
time outside Ina laboratory setting

Lesson 1 offers several oflportunities to reinforce
science methods Encourage your students to
observe carefully, to record data accurately, and to
inquire and discover scientifically why soils ai'e sueh
an important part of the environment

Lesson 1 consists of five activity masters and two
transparenaes

Activity Mstei.

Soils: What Are They?
Soil Earth Dirt No matter what we call it, it's the
material that constitutes the outermost solid layer of
the planet We build on it Weraise food in it We
mine mineral resources from beneath it

Apparently unchanging and lifeless, soils are
dynamic mixtures,'teeming with life One teaspoon
of soil in the temperate regions can contain billions of
organisms ranging from simple bacteria and fungi to
more advanced forms Earthworms, insects, and

3
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spiders are examples Bedrock is continually
fractured, dissolved, and changed into soil, but the
process occurs slowly so we usually never notice

Soil is a naturally occurring mixture of mineral and
organic ingredients with a definite form, structure,
and composition The exact composition of soil
changes from one location to another The following
is the average composition by volume of the major
soil ingredients

45% Minerals (clay, silt, sand, gravel, stones)

25% Water (the amount varies depending upon
precipitation and the water holding capacity of the
soil)

25% Air (an essential ingredient for living
organisms),

5% Organic matter or humus (both living and
.. dead organisms)

A soil is composed primarily of minerals which are
produced from parent material that is weathered or
broken into small pieces Beyond occasional stones,
gravel, and other rock debris, most of tHe mineral
particles are called sand, silt, or clay These mineral
particles give soil texture Sand particles range in
diameter from 2mm to 0 05mm, are easily seen with
the unaided eye, and feel gritty [One millimeter
(mm) is about thrkithickness of a dime ISilt particles
are betweeh 0 05mm and 0 002mm and feel like
flour Clay particles are smaller than 0 002mm and
cannot be seen with the unaided eye Clay particles
are the most reactive mineral ingredient in the soil
Wet clay usually feels sticky

Water and air occupy the gore spacesthe area
between the mineral particles In these small spaces,
water and air are available for use by plants These
small pore spaces are essential to the kfe of soil
organisms, to soil Productivity, and to plant growth

The final ingredient of a soil is organic matter It is
comprised of dead plant.and animal material
(detritUs) and the billions of living organisms that
inhabit the soil

In this activity, students collect soil samples,
examine them, and compare samprkith
classmates

Activity Master 2

Soil Ecology: Plants .

.and Animals Under
Your Feet
Plantsand animals have important roles to play in
soil Both plants and animals change the composition
and structure of soil in many different ikays

Plants with roots obtain nutrients ancl moisture
from soil through their rootskihe hard and durable
root cap, located on the tip, protects the growing
root In the atea immediately behind the root cap,
cells are rapidlydividing to form new cells This is
called the region of cell division Behind this area,
cells elongategrow longer This is called the region
of elcingationL The combination of cell division and
elongation creates great pressures that push the root

6'

through the soil These pressures are often great .

enough to cause large boulders to fracture if a root
grows into a crack

Roots get energy to grow from sugars that are
made during photosynthesisa process that occurs ;

in the leaves As the roots grow, they use oxygen
from the surrounding pore spaces for respiration
The carbon dioxide given off reacts with soil
water to form weak prbonic acid -

,Roots absorb nutrients and.water primarily
thrdugh tiny projections called root hairs This is
called the region of absorption Soil water places the
root hairs in chemical contactwith nutrients that are

-on the surface of day and humus particks The weak
carbonic acid dinging to the roOt hairs provides
hydrogen ions to the soil water The hydrogen ions
then exchange with chemical.nutrients from the
surfaces of soil particles These Nutrients; including
ionsof magnesium, calcium, sodium, potassium,
phosphorus, and nitrogen, are absorbed by root
hairs The chemfcal ion exchange, called nutrient
exchange, occurs conTinuously around the roots

Although plants are the most visible large
organisms, many animals also inhabit soils
Earthworms are perhaps the best known-of t his
group Scientists estimate that between 200 and
1000 pounds of earthworms can be found in an acre
of soil Aristotle called them "the intestines of the
earth Earth wotms eat organic matter and any
other soil partides.that get mixed in TtTey digest the
organic matter and pass nutnen,t-enriched soil
through their bodies This recycles nutrients and
makes soil richer In addition, their tunnels allow air
and water to penetrate-61e soil more rapidly Ifi short,
earthworms hke many other organismsare vital
to soils They keep them rich and productive

In this activity, students examine the role of plant
roots in soils and they label a diagram of an
enlargement of a roottip In addition, students
search through soil samples for living plant and
animal organisms

Additional Activities
1 Demonstrate plant root growth by lining the inside
of a pint or a quart Jar with paper towels Fill the jar
with peat moss, cotton, vermiculite, or sawdust. Pour
an inch of water in the jar and place bean, pumpkin,
or corn seeds between the paper and the jar Keep
the jar warm and moist Have students observe plant
growth

2 Obtain two flat 8" square pieces of glass or
Plexiglas lay several thicknesses of paper towels on
one piece of glass On the towels place several
ryegrass, radish, or carrot seeds Place the seCond
glass on top, then tie with string or*rubber bands
Secure the glassplates at a perpendicular angle in a
dish of water. When the seeds sprout, observe the
root hairs and growth with'a magnifying glass

Transparency 1.

The Soil Ecosystem
The trusparency illustrates a close-up of a
hypotKetical soil, including living organisms, a
circular enlargement of mrcroorganisms, and the



nonhving components of soils The iop portion of the
circular enrargement is about 50X normalpze, the
center, about 150X, and the bottom, about 300X
This transparency is used with Activity Master 2 to '
demonstrate the components of soil and the type,s of
organisms students shOuld see in the samples

Teachers should exPlain that the soil in this
transparency differs f rom soils in deserts, marshes,
and cold climates for example Contact your local Soil
Conservation Service office for more information jf
Iola soils differ greatly from the example in the
illustration

Activity 3

How is a Soil Formed?
There are thousands of dif ferent soils throughdut the
world Weakly deVeloped,moderately developed,
and well developed soils are formed through a
combination of five ihiportant factors

Parent Material
Parent materials are the earthy materials, both
rnineral and organic, from which soil is formed
Parent material can be a vokanic deposit such as ash
that fell upon an area It can be a sediment that has
been transported and deposited by.wind or water, or
a deposit left by glacie7s Weathered bedrock can
also be parent material Moderately and well
developed soils are made when a parent material is
changed both chemically and physKally over time

Climate
Parent material is broken down into finer particles by
a process calledweathering, which is controlled by
tile climate df a given location Temperature and
water are major climatic forces that influence
weathering

Frequent freezing andthawing will cause water
trapped in cracks to expand, exerting pressures
which fracture the rocks and smaller matertals even
further Alternate Aetting and drying also break
down particles because not all minerals expand and
contract at the same rate Further, water tends to
dissolve certain mirwals from parent material

Living Organism's
Both plants and animals help to create,a soil As they
die, plants and animals add organic matter to
weathered parent material to help forrubsoil and
topsoil Plant roots alsO alter the soil in Itie ways that
were mentioned in Activity 2

As anlvals diig through the soil, they break it up, ,

permitting more air and water toenter They mix the
organic matter throughout the soil Smaller plants
and animals bacteria, fungi, and nematodes, for
instancealso enrich sPil by breaking down organic
matter into,simpler nutrients The actions of plants
and animals help form topsoil on moderately and
well de\ieloped soils

TopOgraphy
Topography is the hilliness, flatness, or arnount of
slope of the land Soils vary with topography
primarily because of the influence of moisture and

_ erosion In many areas,mcist, poorly drained soils are
located in !Ow areas, and-depressionsotthe-land-In--

contrast, soils in sloping areas can- bedner and weH
drained These soils tend tote moderately and well
developed Erosion can remove all Or part orthe
topsoil and subsoil, leaving a weaklydeveloped soil

Time
Tke age of a soil mpst be considered in thousands'
and even millions of years since it may take hundreds
of years for these factors kiform one inch of soil
from parent material

In this activity, students read a fact sheet about the
five factors thatproduce soils

Activity 4:

What Are Soil
Horizons?
Soig develop into layers These layers, called
horizons, are usually seen along road cuts and other
areas where the soil is exposed In the hypothetical
situation, theraare four horizons Ina soil profile The
thickness of each vanes with location, and under
disturbed conditionsheavy agriculture, building
sites, or severe erosion, for examplenot all
horizons will be present

The uppermost is called the organic horizon or p
horizon It consists of detritus, leaf litter, and other
organic material lying on the surface of the soil This
layer is dark because of the decomposilion that is
occurring This layer is not present in cultivated fields

Below is the A horizon or topsoil Usually it is
darker than lower layers, loose, and crumbly with
varying amounts of organic matter In cultivated
fields the plowed layer is topsoil This is generally the
most productive layer of soil

As water moves down through the topsoil, many
soluble minerals and nutrients dissolve The dissolved
matenals leach from the topsoil In fact, the A
horizon is a zone of leaching

Below is the B horizon or subsoil Subsoils are
usually light colored, dense, and low in organic
,matter The subsoil is a zone of accumulation since
most of the materials leached from the topsoil
accumulate here

Still deeper is the C horizon It is a transition area
between son and parent material Partially
disintegrated parent material and mineral particles
may be found in this horizon The final horizon is
bedrock

In this activity, students learn about the four soil
horizons and examin the soil in each horizon of a

.
soil profile

Transparency 2

A Soil Profile
This transparency illustrates a hypothetical son
profile The illustration shows clearly defined and
labeled 0, A, B, and C horizons with readily
identifiable features, for Instance rocks, twigs; roots,
etc This transparency is usedwith Activity Master 4.
to demonstrate the processes that form soil horizons

L.,

af.u.

V
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Activity Master 5 Lesson 2

How Do Soils Differ? The Social Impact of
Although soils consist primarily of sand, silt, and clay,
there.aré over 701000 different types of soiN aro und
tke globe There are many characteristics that
differentiate one soil from another, for example,
amount of nutrients available, erosion potential, and
permeability Physical characteristics are the easiest
to observe and by examining only a few, several
generahzations can be made about soil Two
important physical characteristi (or traits) are color
and texture

Color
There are three color categories of tOpsoil which
relate to the amount of organic matter

1 Dark soils. Dark soils are black, dark gray, or
dark brown Rich in organic content and usually very
fertile, dark stils have a high degree of aeration
(there is plenty of pcire space for air) Since water
soaks easjly Intl) these soils, they are slbw to erode
They are excellent for gardening and agriculture

2 Moderately dark soils. Colors range from
brown to yellow-brown in these soils They have a
moderate amount of organicImatter and are of
medium fertility They contain an average amount of
aeration and are slightly erodible With proper
agricultural methods, moderately dark soils can be
good for farming and gardening

3 light colored soils. Pale brown to yellow
colored soils are usually poorest for farms and
gardens They are low in organic matter, fertility, and
aeration Further, they are often highly erodible

Texture
Soils 'can be classified into three groups by texture
clayey, sandy, and loamy..To test for texture, wet a
small arhount of soil and rub it between your fingers

Clayey soils are very smooth and sticky Sandy sods
are very gritty Loamy soils are between these two
extremes, they are smooth, slick, and partially gritty
and sticky.

Clayey soils are usually dense but can hold much
water, Yet the water is held so ttghtly it is less
available for plants Loamy soils are loose and
crumbly and are well aerated. They hold water quite

'well for use by plants. Sandirsoils are loose and .

crumbly They are so porous that there is little water
for plants.

In this activity, students use the physical traits of
color and texture to analyze soil samples

Additidnal Activity
Obtain commercial soil testing kits arid analyze
samples for the concentration of nitrogep,
potassium, and phosphorus (three vital plant
nutrients) and for pH Testing kitstan usually be
found in high schootsáence departments You could
dlso ask an agriculturallpecialist from the county
cooperative extension brvice to demonstrate soil
sampling to your class.

Soils
In contrast with LQsson 1, "Soil Science," this secohd
lesson investigates the social aspects of the land and
the soils and how we use these rdsources. Students
dicover that most ofihe items we buy, use, and eat
came from soilseven a simple pizza. Students also
learn how Native Americans in their cOr'nmunity used
the soils years ago Students contrast this use with
our present use Finally, students research how sfflls
have influenced the history of the United States.

There are three activity masters in this lesson

.Activity Master 6

We Depend Upon Soils
Each person cannot produce all of the food, obtain
all ofthe energy sources, or manufacture all of the
products used in our modern society. A system of f
producing goods has evolved to supply these basic
requirements Often this system involves many steps
between extracting the resource from the land and
using the manufactured proddct at home Many sods
throughout the world are affected

Producing the goods we use can be categorized
into two procedures obtaining, then prbcessing
resources First the resources are olltained from the
land and its soils. For example, vegetables are grown
in soil Animals are raised on grasses,grains, and
soybeans that are grown in soil. Mineral resources
cbal, iron ore, petroleum, and many othersare
mined from-beneath the soil and the bedrockbelow' Processing, the second procedure, usually occurs
in industrializedlocations that may be far removed
from the resource The end reqult of the various steps
in processing is a consumer good and usually waste
by-products that need to be recycled or discarded

Consider, as an example, the production of an
aluminum beverage can The can started as a mineral
resource, bauxite ore Since we must import Most of
this ore, the can probably began in a foreigri nation
such as Sunnam in South America After it arrived in
the United States, the ore was smelted into
aluminum metal Then the metal was formed into
beverage cans and filled

Nine thousand miles from Surinam, vIith'one
kilowatt-hour of electricity investedln its processing,
the aluminum can is ready to be purchasedNost of
the products we buy'are obtained through such a?
system of production And every pro&ctjs obtajned
either directly or indirectly from the land-and its soils,
In our complex society, not only local sods, but soils,
across the world are affeded by the items we
purchase

In this activity, students investigate the steps
required to produce several goods and they identify
soil as One natural resource common to all consumer
products

Additional Activity .

Your class could investigate the resources required
and the steps involved in rnanufacturing an,



automObile, As students found in their study of the
pizza, resources needed to manufacture cars also
come from land and soils

Activity Master 7

How People Have
Used Soils
People have always used the plant and animal
resources of the land to supply themselves with food
and shelter This is just as true today as it vas when
the land now designated the United States was
inhabited by N ative Americans

The ancient Native Americans had a limited
technology to alter the land and soils to produce
items they needed jn general, their cultures evolved
to.fit the environment For instance, in areas of
favorable clima te and soils, local tribes established a
stable agranan_culture:with orgarfizedsillages Some
tribes even irrigated their fields In harsher locations,
for,example Alaska and the 6reat Plains, a nomadic
lifestyle usually developed Individual tribes followed
the primary food sources of seal and whale in Alaska
and buffalo on the Plains Agriculture in both areas
was difficult These nomadic cultures had little effect
on the land sin ce they lacked the technology to alter
large areasof theenvironment

In co ntrast, modern technology can alter the land
a nd the soil in both beneficial and detrimental ways
o n a massive scale For example, large-scale, intensive
monoculture of grain crops and extensive
urbanization can be detrimental These practices
inCrease the erosion potential and can deplete the,
soil, or remove large acreages from farming

-Conservationists have learned much about soil
erosion and flood control and have made advances in
reducing these problems However, for various
reasons erosion is still a very severe problem

With our tremendous tec hnological ability to alter
landarrd soil comes a responsibility This
responsibilit,mustb senously considered to balance
the benefits cif the land.use withthe possible
detriments it may cause ,

In this activity, students research the Native
Americans wh o lived in their community They also
investigate our ability to help and harm the land and
the need to ma ke car eful decistons

Additional Activity
Your students could produce a slide prograrri or a
videotape on the Native American cultures that
existed in your area The presentation should
highlight the interaction of the Native Americans
with the land

Activity Master 8

U.S. Histork Was
Affected by Soils f
The lana is the surface of the earth and all its natural
resources the plants, the animals, t4 underlying
minerals, and, most important, the soils* Plaitts grow

in soil and ultimately animals depend upon the
nourishment of these plants Thus, the plants,
animals, and minerals are products of the soil a
more basic resource than any of the otRers

The land and the soil have had a dramatic effect
upon United States history In the 1500s and the
.1600's the New World was viewed as a utopia, a land
of abundance This was due primarily to reports of '4
rich, fertile soils and vast amounts of timber, fur pelt
and other resources that could be obtained from the
land and the foil This perception of abundance
continued throughout our very early period of
settlement and expansion when many nations
claimed large tracts of American land The perception
of abundance and plenty lasted through the
Revolufionlry War period and culminated in the
19th, century

Many, including our government officials, believed?
it was our nation's right and duty to expand and to
reap the benefits of the Ian d and the rich soils of the
West The expansion was judged essential to meet
the needs of a young, growing nation Pioneers
moved west seeking flat, fertile larid at little or no
cost

Although the trip v4as rough and the life on the,
Plains difficultJand rushes, the Homestead Act, and
several inventions urged settlers ever westward
Three key inventions during this period were the'steel
plow, barbed wire, and the windmill Barbed wire
helped control the grazing of cattle on cropland and
windmills provided water for parched soil and
livestock But the steel plow, which made it possible
to break up the tough matting of the prairie grasses,
is the invention that did morethan anything else to
spread the iritensive agriculture that has been
practiced on the Plains ever since During this period
agriculture changed It was rio longer subsistence
level because farmers were selling crops This was the
beginning of moder n agribusiness

When the railroads ventured west of the
Mississippi River they carried the products of western
soilscattle and gramto their market in the
rapidly industrializing East Clearly, the land and its
rich soils have had a remarkable impact on U.S
history

In thiS activity, students research the historical
periods of the 1600's and the 1850's to determine
the people's perception of the land and soil

Additional Activity
Inform your students that they are stranded on an
island and can have only 10 items with which to
survive indefinitely In small groups, have studynts
select the items and rank them in order of
ikportance Discuss the lists and the reasons for
selecting the items Several of the items should
enable students to establish agriculture on the island,

/
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,CONSERVING SOIL
Unit II: Managing and Conserving the Soil

Unit ll

Managing and
Conserving the-Soil
In this second unit, your students build upon the
basic soil soerxe concepts learned in the first unit
and apply the knowledge in twO lessons In the first ,
lesson, "Soil Degradation," students investigate hqw,
human activity tends to degrade or reduce the
quality of soils Students search for examples of soil
erosion and write about the Dust Bowl In "Soil
Conservation," the second lesson, students examine
the reasons and methodsof soil conservation 'They
also r9search theservices offered by thelocal offices
of thd Soil Conservation Servite and the conservation
district and recl simplified soil maps to evaluate land
use practices

Lesscin 1

Soil Degradation
This first lesson of the second unit introduces )our
students to soil degradationhow soil quality end
'productivity are reduced 'They find out the different
ways that human activity tends to degrade soils
through improper use Students also closely examine
the fjve types of soil erosionsheet, rill, gully; wi nd
erosion, and land'slippage The lesson concludes
when students examine the Dust Bowland the
effects of this runaway efosion on people

During this lesson, your students can contact local
government officials (county engineer, council
members, commissioners, etc ) to determine what
the local soil degradation problems are In addition,
your students can .ask yvhat can be and is being done
to solve them

Lesson 1 consists Of four Activity Masters

Activity Master p

How We Degrade'Soils.

In urban areas, soils are also degraded by human
activity. For example, on construction sites, all trees
pnd other yegetation are often removed, exposing
the so to erosion, Homes, factories, and rOads are
built on tl-re land This land, for practical reasons,can
nevecagain be used for agriqulture Large landfills are
dug in the soil to dispose of our waste materials This
practice can also remove land fronfproductive
agriculture

Food is bur largest export commodity In many
nations the lives of millions of people depend on our
food and the productivity of our soils

Rural land in this country, some of it our best
cropland, is.being converted to other uses at an
estimated 675,000 acres per year In the late 1960's
and early 1970's when land conversiOns were at their
peak, the annual loss of all types of rural land to
various kinds of nonfarm uses ran as high as 3 million
acres C urient estimates place the loss at a lower
figure today, since dams, rural airports, highway
interchanges, and large housing developments re
not being built as rapidly

At a time when foodis so important to the world,
we must preserve the quality and quantity of 'soils
We must carefuqy protect soils and conserve
agriculturafland

In this lesson, students math several facts about
soil degradation to related probleTs

Activity Master 10

Soil EroSion: 1-1POW it

4 Occurs, Part 1

The quality of soils can be reduced by human actions
so degradation usually occurs because people do
not understandsoilsavd how they act under various

Nconcittions Often poor decisions are made and soils
cannot support a particulai land use practice Such
soil degradation can occur in both rural and urban
locahons

When a farme removes an agricultural crop from
field, the soil can degrade. The tires of heavy

equipment may compactthe soil If the whole pianos
removed, valuable organic matter is lost These
actions can reducc not only the nutrients available in
the topsoil but also the abthty of the soil to hold
water and air In addition, a plowed agricultural field
left without plant cover will erode more rapidly
Certain agricultural chemicals, like pesticides, can
also build up in the soil In short, highly mechanized,
.intensive agriculture without proper soil
conservation tends to reduce soil quality Farmers
must spend more time and money to raise Grops on
the pborer soil I t)

Erosion is the process which move.s soil from one
location to another by wind, wdter, or other natural ,

action It is a natural process until accelerated by our
actions It has several harmful effkts Farmers

, harve5t a smaller cropper acreAds become less
productive if large gulligdevelep, and silt from
eroded soil builds up in our waterways, causingMore
frequent flooding and higher costs for navigation
Costly dredging is often requirktto correct silt
problems

It is usually easy to ?ind ev.idence of soil erosion th4at
is cauvd by moving svater; soil scientists have
identified three types sheet, rill, and gully

Sheet Erosion
Sheet erosion is the most diffickAtto see It it.the
gradual wearing away of e thin, uniform layer (or
sheet) of soil There are no channels forrried by the
moving water Sheet erosion occurs where there is
not enough vegetation covering the soil to stop
erosion completely, yet there is enough cover to
prevent rill erosion It is seen as muddy runoff water

RID Erosion

This type of erosion occurs on slopes where the
runoff water accumulates into small channels. Ril
erosion can be seen as many small channels of a feW
Inches depth Yet the channels are not large enough
to interfere with the movement of tarm equipment.

, Rill erosion occurs on slopes thatarkgentle or have ,

little protective vegetation



Gully Erosion
Gully erosion is the most drarnatK form of soil
erosion Guthes form when the runoff water
accumulates into channels The rapidly moving water
causes the channel to grow wider and deeber
Gullies may become toodeep for farm equipment to
cross Gully erosion occurs on steeper slopes which

have Jittle or no vegetation

Although gully erosion is.the most evident, stleet
and nll erosion are a greater national concern Sheet
and nll erosion remove an average of 5 tons of soil
from every acre of cultivated cropland each year (A
pickup truck call hold about 1;2 tons of material,
and an acre is about the size of a football field )

I this activity, students search fdr examples of
sh et, rill, and gully erosion in their communities
T y tell why it o-curs and how it can be reduced

A Iona/ Activity (
Create a classroem display of sheet, rdl, and gully
erosion Use three shallow, plastic-lined boxes filled

with local soils Fill the boxes wah soil and
appropriately mold the soil to illustrate the three
forms of erosion

Activity Master 11

Soil Erosion: How It
Occurs, Part 2
In addigtion to sheet, rill, and gully erosion by water,
solls are eroded two other ways Wind erasion and
land slippage also cause soils to move from'one
location to another\ '

Molt wind erbSion,sttrif***areas of higf,
prevailing wind speedAhd low annual rain-fall the
soils have a smooth surface and are composed of
barticles that are eisily moved by thrf'wind In ". ---
additiOn, there is limrted vegetation cover Wind
erosion is a particular worry on the Plains, where
these conditions may exist over large areas of
cropland and eangeland For example in Texas, Which

has the greatest land area subject to varnd erosion,
this area is largerAhan the total cbmbined areas of
Ohio, Indiank Illinois, and lowa

A good way to cohtrol wind erosion is to plant a
cover crop or windbreak that decreases the speed oi

the wind at the soil surface Windbreaks can be rows
olevergreen trees planted at a perpendicular angle
to the wind, narrow bands'of tall grasses, or grasses

planted in fields instead of row crops
Land slippage refers to blocks of saturated soil

moving down slopes in response to gravi tY It ts

,usualfy seen as a cave-in'of a cliff or bluff that
overhang.sa'river'or stream Land slippage can also
be seen as small landslides or mudshdes along steep
road embankments The farus mudslides of
southern California that damage homes and roads
are recurring examples of land slippage Less evident

examples can be seen along cultivated fields Blocks
of sod tend to creep down slopes during the winter
from frequent freezing and thawing

In this activity, students identify local wind erosion
and land shppage problems In addition, they rank
their impre5sion of the soil erosion damage in their
community

Activity Master 12

$41 Erosion: How It-
Affects Us
Almost no one benefits from soil erosion It is costly
to ut all It often raises the price of l'ood It increases
the possibility of flooding It increaes the need for
dredging of our waterways The most dramatic
example of how soil erosion can affect the individual
and society occurred during the 1930'sthe Dust
Bowl

Before the 1930's much of the tough, drought-
resistant grasses that grew naturally in the Plains
States were plowed under In place of these grasses
which were ideally suited for tkris environment
corn and wheat were planted These crops were less
drought-resistant and could nbt protect the soil from
erosion-as effOively as the native grasses In
addition, some of the rangeland in the Plains was
overgrazed by cattle and sheep This left weakened
vegetatioyind bare soil

In 193 Ythe4irst of several severe droughts of that
decade hit the legion Crops failed as the weakened
plants died Vast areas of bare soils were exposed to
the strong prairie winds The autumn of 1933
marked the first of many dust storms Sod was picked
up and blown as far away as Washington, D C and
'to other East Coast areas From two inches to one
foot of topsoil were lifted and eventually piled up
over roads, houses, farm equipment, and trees The
surnrrkr tempgraturekwere hot, the weather dry,
and the sun shown bli&d red through the gray haze
caused by thedtst

The worst erolon occurred in parts of Colorado,
New Mexico, Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas Out of
disgust and desdair, thousands of farm families lef t
the Dust Bowl areas Some& themheaded west to
California and its lush, green agricultural valleys
Some became migratory farrri woters living in
encampments as they followed the harvests Manx
eventually found jobs in cities or started over in
farming

In his novel The Grapes'of.tIVINth, John Stembeck
described the dust storms and the effects of runaway
erosion on pe'ople

In this activity, students learn how the severe
erosion affected people during The Dust Bowl
Stvdents then write short stories based on their
findings A

Additional /Activity
"Have several students tape record a dramatic readirig
of the first chapter of The Grapes of Wrath by John
Steinbeck Or obtain a professional recording or a
film and play it for your class You could also play
portions of recordings by Woody Guthne entitled
"Dust Bowl Ballads" or any of his interviews with the
Library of Congress

, 11 9
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Lesson 2

Soil Consenktion
This lesson first examines the philosophic and '
economic reasons for conserving soil and minimizing
its degradation Next students learn how p:)il and
water resources can be properly managed Finally
students investigate simplified soil maps on
Transparencies 3 and 4 They also locate soil
convervation problems and practices in their
communities

This lesson uses six activity masters and two
transparencies

Activity Master 13

Why Conserve Soils?
There are many reasons why we should conserve
soils, so many in fact that it is helpful to describe only
categories of reasons . 4 ,

Humariitarian Reasons .
These re9sons concern human welfare and social
reform, in parttiular providing an adequate supply of
nutritious food kOr the hungry The U S has ,

traditionally been the l'argest contributor of food aid
to developing nations Food constitutes abOuLIP
percent of allpur foreign aid Providing enough for

' exports, food aid, and domestic use requires a high
soil productivity

Economic Reasonsq .

i(
Economic reasons oncern expenses incurred on the
farm to produ0 f od, the costs of goods to the. .

consumer, an$ex orts The U S is the world's
reading e`I oporter agricultural pro'ducts
Maintaining high levels of exports will help match
trade deficits to foreign countries and help
strength,n bt.)r economy (Trade deficits occur when
the valu of our imports exceeds the value of our,
exports ) Our recent high volume otimported oil has
helped create a trede deficit

Stewardship Reasons,
SteArdship refers to our responsibility to manage .

natural resources to assure an adequate supply for
future generations. Stewardship connotes the
practices of wise use, conservation, and preservation

ErAironmental Reasdns
Soils shoold also.be conserved for environmental
reasons It is a societal benefit to have a clean
environment with adequate supplies of pure drinking
water, clean air, produceivs.ds, and recreational
areas 0

.
,

Aesthetic Reasons
.

This final category concerns mrtaining the
environment as &beautiful site'to experience Most
people would like to:avoid unsightly scars and bare,
eroded soils on the landscape

In this activity, students answer fill:in-the-blank
questions to learn why we should conserye sods.
They then categorize the rea,sons into five areas

1

Activity Master 14

Managing Soil
Resources
Three cooperating agencies have the brimary
responsibility for helping citizens manage soil
resources One is the Soil Conservation Service (SCS)
of th.6 U S Department of Agriculture (USDA)
Although SCS *headquartered in Washington, D.C.,
most of its employees are located in offices in each
state and in almost every county

Another USDA agency, the Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS,),-
provides cost-sharing to land users for conservation
work

On the local level, a sail conservation district
(also called soil and water conservation district or
conservation district) directs soil Conservation efforts
All were formed as a direct result of the bust Bowl
era They work together to help identify and solve
local soil conservaton needs. .

The Soil Conservation Service was formed in
1935 Its mission is to conduct soil stirveys and to
recommend and demonstrate soil conservation
methods SCS also pbblish es informatitin Materials
on soils and soil conserving methods In addition SCS
provides funds for implementing local soil and water
management plans

The soil conservation distrIct cohcept began with
the idea lhat the local peopl4who owned the farms
and ranches best understood local soil needs and
problems Therefore, local people should be in
charge of local soil conservation planning In
Epbruary 1937, President Franklin Roose\iplturge4 all
governors to p5ss laws permitting soil conservati
distncts. Arkansaswas the first to do so, today all
states, Puecto Rico, the Virgin Islands, and the District
of Colurnbia have conservation districts "

kfrre soil conservation district is a stalt*
governmental subdivision with boundaries usually ,

the sametlithe county. The district is governed by
locally appantedor elected men and wOmen who
are responsible for planning, approving, and
implementingsonservation projects

In this activity, students read about the historY of
SCS and the conservation districts and determine the
services of fered by their lOcal offices

Activity Master 15

Managing Water
Resources
A watershed is all of the land area that drains into a
particular stream or stream system It is outlined by
the highest ridges around the stream The water
flows through the watershed in the hydrologic or
water cycle

The Aydrologic cy.cle begins as evaporation". First
water evaporates from surface and underground
water storage It is also lost .t vapor from the leaves



of plants through transpiration When fhe wate,,r
vapor rises:It cools ay everuallycondens'es into
cluds When enough water vapor condenses, ft
linally.falls back to earth -as precipitation. thewatei
may run off into waterways or lakes as surface
storage Or, it can percolate (seep) through the soil
intogrounamater storage Then the water is lost IN
evaporation Ad transpirationcompleting the
hydrologic cyde

Soils are the major r'eservotr of Usa,ble water for. .

plants If a soil is rich in organic matter and has a
Cover crop ormutch, most of the precipitatron wilt
Percolate tnto the soil for plant use. But if the soil ,
surface is-bare, hard, and crusty with httle organic
matter, most of the precipitation will run off into
streams, carryingSediment, and there ts less water
available for plants Periods of hpavy rains increase'
erosion,silt buildup in the largeF waterways, and the
possibility of flooding

Managing the soils within a watershed not only
controls erosion, but also helps keep silt out of the
waterways Poor soil management upstream
generally results in water quahty degradation
clOwnstream /

The goal of proper water management within a
watershed is to decrease the rate and volume of
runoff so that water can percolate into the soil as fast
as possible And one of the best ways to do this is to

maintain soils rich in organc matter and soil
organisms, and to practice soil conseryat#n
methods

In this activity, students outhae a watershed on a
map and ansoier questions about soil and water
conservation within the watershed

Alditional Activities
1 Demonstrate hd0 rapidly water percolates into
the soil on the school yard Remove the enas of a
large juice can, place a boara on top of the can, and
tap the can down into the soil to a depth of about
two inches, Do not disturb the soil or plant material
Add one quart of water, and irnmedtatdy measure
the dept h in the can Then measure the depth of
Nater in the can every minute for the first ten
minutes and at ten-mtnute intervals until the water'
has drained Students should plot a graph of depth of
water vs time Conduct similar experiments in
several different soil condidons on a compacted
path, in a grassy,area, etc. Discuss th e role of soil
convection and organic matter content on
percolatiOn

2 Using the appropnate mIts, find out the
...watershed in which your school is located Have

stUdents use trabag paper to sketch this area. Then
take a walking tour o)part or all of thewatershed
Students should make a list of all thefactors that
affect tfle movement_of water in that area Examples
could be dranageditches to control runoff,
woodlofsfhat aHow more water to percolate into the
ii1an street drains toremove precipitation .

Activity Master" 6

Matching Land.Ose
with Soils
Quite often we read that a mudslide has damaged
homes Or, that farrillies,were evacuated from their
homes because of a flood Or, a group of homes has
big cracks in the foundations and walls because the
soil subsided These are all commonplace examples
of damoge created when the land use practice was
not properly matched ritt h the soil type

Not all soils are suitable for agriculture Not all soils
are suitable for building homes, roads, a ncpactones
Soils have characteristics that may limit their land
uses

For example, some soils are rocky This makes crop
'firming difficult Other soils have a low permeability
(they do not let water move through easily) and are
poorly drained Water frequently remains on the
stirface of such soils for extended periods Houses
should not be built on such soil Still other soils are
sandy and well drained These soils would make a
poor bottam fo l. a pond or reservoir .

The goal of anyland use planner, developer, or
landowner is to match the use of the land with the
soil type An invaluable reference in helping make
sucfrdecisions is the soil survey Published by the Soil
Conservation Service, soil surveys exist for the
majority of counties in the U S

. Soil surveys contain aerial photograph maps of the
entire county indicating alt soil types In addition, the
'different soils are descabed in detail. Charts give
agricultural data (expected grain yields in a given soil,
etc ), engineering data (suitabjlity of a soil for
highway location, etc ), and town and country
planning data (suitablity of a soil for homesite
location, etc.) The local offices of the Soil
Conservation Service, soil conseryation district, and
larger libraries will have copies of cafiity soil surveys

In this lesson, students view a soils map (Trans-
parency 3) and use soil information provided on the
activity sheet to answer questions about land uses

Additional Activity -

Arrange for your class tcrattentl a public session of a
local planning commission meeting Or ask someone
from the planning Commissron to talk to your class
about the types of local land use options end what is
being done to solve them

Transparency 3

A Soils Map
This trahsparency illustrates a simplified soils mapit
is simplified by nTaking the features larger The map
shows the transition zone between urban and rural
environments Soils that are suitable.and unsuitable
for agriculture and urban developments are hSted
and described in Activity Master 16 Students will see
examples of both proper and improper land use
decisions This transparency is used with Activity
;Master 16

at
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Activity Master.1,7 Activity Master 18

Rural Soil Urban Soil
,. Conservation Practices

Soil conservation practices in the wral environment
are concerned primarily with controlling eroston in
agriculture tHowever, the urban conservation
practices descrihed in Activity Master 18 also apply to
roads and building sites irwural .ireas 'The following
are four categonesof common soil conservation
practices that you can see used on farms

PI anti ng Methods
Sods 6n be conseived when crop, rotation and.
conservation tillage are used Crop rotation refers to
planting different crops in the same field in future'
years For example, a rotation of oneyear of corn,
one year of wheat, and one or two years of hay is
used in a field instead of continuops corn

,

Conservation tillage is the practice of harvesting only
the gram from efiela and leaving the remaining parts

it of the plant on the soil This provides a mulch during
the off season and reduces erosion Next year the
newcrop is planted through the mulch without
plowing under the old plant material

Drainage Methods
Sods can be conserved by planting and maintaining 4
protective grasses in the normal waterways and
shallow ditches that carry runoff water from fields
They safely allow surplus water to run off while
minimizing erosion A second practice involves
underground drainage A grid of porous tile is buried
in fields to carry off excess soil water into nearby
streams or ditches Tile drainage permits more water
to seep into the soil where it can be carried away This
reduces runoff ind standing Water problems

Planting Along the Slope
These practices reduce erosion by slowing the speed
of water as it moves down hillsides Contour ..
planting, a first practice, ;Rfers to planting crops
parallel to hillsides (along the contour ratherthan up
and down the sloPe) Stnp-croppin9, a second
practice, involveS planting strips or bands of crops
with the contour. Strips of close-growing plants, like
hay, are plahted next to row crops, like corn A third
method is terracing. Terracing invollies constructing,
several embankm ts or ridges of earth, one above
the other, aleng e contour to control runoff and
minimize erosicIri From a distance, the terraces look
like stairsteps moving up the hill and along the
contour. Crops are planted along the terrace

Planting Windbreaks
Rows of trees or tall grasses are planted at a
perpendicular angle to the prevailing winds to reduce
wind speed A slower wind speed reduCes the
probability of wind erosion Planting grasses instead
of row crops also reduces wind erosion in a field

In this activity, students read a fact sheet on these
soil conservation practices and search for examples of
problemstand practices in their communities

Conservation Practices
So'il conservation practices in the urban environment
are concerned pr imanly with controlling erosion and
runoff water from construction sites. However, the
rural conservation practices described in Activity
Master 17 also apply in certain urbav-i situations The
foltowing are categories of common soilconserva-
tion practices that you can see used in-cities

Erosion Control Methods
Theprimary goal of these methods is to reduce
runoff water and to maintain a cover on top of soil to
reduce the erosion potential This can be accom-
plished by mulchingsecuring a layer of straw,
burlap; or other material on soil until plants begin to
gcow It can also be aCcomplished with a cover crop
of vegetation7 usually grasses and other close-
growing plantswhich.holds soil in place and
reduces efosion These practices also reduce wind
erosion

In addition, soil can be stabilized by lining ditches
and small waterways with grass, concrete, or asphalt
The banks of larger ditches could also be lined with'
nprap (irregularly iized and shaped rock material)
Contractors often build a small pond to trap silt that
runofVwashes from construction sites These
sedrhent basins prevent silt from entering
waterways

Building Along the Slope
In hilly areas, building streets and houses along the
contour reduces the potential for erosion and runoff
problems (This type of development uses the same
principles that con tour planting and terracing do in
agricultural fields) 'Instead of building roads up and
down the slope and putting houses on perpendicular
secondary streets Maditional grid-type development)
this development has roads built on the contour with
homes on terrges above and below. .v

In this activity, students read a fact sheet about
these soil conservation practice's and search for
conservation problems and practices in their
communities

Additon'al Activities
1 Ask your students to identify ten ideal land use
features that they wish their community had (e.g.,
there should be a small wooded park for every
subdivision). Then have small groups select one of
the ideal features and outline a plan for
implementatioh. Students shiglild use soil maps and
other soil information duringMir research.

2 If a soil erosion problem exists on school
, -

Property, have your class developa reclamation plan
ro thatarea. Then, with proper permission from the
administration, carry out the plan You can get help
with the planning frornyour local Soil Conservation
Service or conservation dislict.
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Transparency 4,

'A Land Use Planning
Map
This final transparency illustrates a simplified
topographic map of an undeveloped area Kinds of
soils are superimposed over hills, a pond, a river, and
several wooded areas Stud ents use thissoil map
with Activity Masters 17 and 18 to demonstrate their
knowledg& of soil conservation tdchniques The soils
are described on Activity Master 16

Unit111 _

Critical.Soillssues for
the Future
This final unit builds upon the experience your
students have gained in soil science and conservation
from the previous two units Students confront
current soil issues that will become even more
important in the future, At the end of this unit, your
students should have a sense of urgency and concern
for the Issues But they shoulcralsb understand that
the issues can be resolved withproper and careful
management of the soil

,There is onl/ one lesson in this unit, "Six Isues in
Soil Conservation Each activity investigates one
critical issue

Lesson 1

Six Issues in Soil
Conservation
This sole lesson in Unit III presents six critical soil issues
issues that affect soils, food supplies, the economy,
and the environment Students analyze the effects of
a threatened d4crease in soil productivity and the loss
of farmland on food production Then, students

xamine thosues of wildlife habitat destruction and
oil pollute) 1iA7).karc)ous chemicals Finally,

students discover the practices of surface mine
reclamation and of recycling organic wastes into
soils

Because each activity isself-contained,(vii can use
as ma ny or as few of them asyou like, in any order
You may wish to contact the appropriate local
officials to determine the status of these issues in
your community

Activity Master 19

Growing Enoug' h
Food: Maintaining Soil
Productivity
The United States is the world's leading exporter Of
agncultural,goods Since 1950, the total amount of
agricultural goods produced has changed by over
150 percent At the same-time, the number of acres

harvested has increased only slightlywhile the
number of farm workers dropped from 12 2 percent
to 2 7 percent of the labor force Technology largely
accounted for the increase better hYbrid seed and
animal stocks, more powerful machinery, a greater
use of agricultural chemicals, and newlillage
practices This technology has resulted in increased
yields of crops per acre and greater farm output per
hour of labor Ters means larger amounts of food can
be produced at lower prices For instance, an average
UnitectStates family (3 28 persons) spends 17
percent of its annual budget for food A similar family
in Japan sii'ends 25percent, and in Russia, 50
percent This use of advanced technology also allows
us to export the prbducts of.2 out of every 5 acres
harvested -

But this high level of f3rOductivity has been
attained at a cost The quality of soils has paid the
price with increased levels of soil erosion and
decreased amounts of humus Soils are also

. experiencing salt and alkaline chemical buildup from
Agation, compaction under the tires of heavy
equipment, and possible contaminaton from acid
rain and increased use of agricultural chemicals (Acid
rain occurs when certain exhaust gases from
combustion mix with other materials in the air and
later fall onto land and water )

Over the past 50 years, soil productivity has
increased because technology has overcome the
reduction in soil quality Can thissituation continue
Into the future? Scientists are divided in their
opinions. It's lear, however, that we mus, maintain
our soil productivity in order to grow enotligh food
for Ourselves and millions of other people Ound the
worid

4

In this eCtivIty, students draw conclusions Prom soil
quality data presented in several charts

Activity Master 20 NossmorempIm.

Growin9 Enough
Food: Disappearing
Farmland
The American farmer produces enough to feed our
country and many people in other countries as well
Much of this extraordinary productivity 5 due to the
abundance of well-drained, relatively level, nutrient-
rich soils The United States has more of these rich
agricultural soils than perhaps any other country on
earth

But precisely becauv this farmland is often flat
and well drained, it is also perfect for developthent
development for Industrial parks,Isliburbs, shopping
malls, highways, airports, and reservoirs

Rural land in this country, some of it our best
cropland, is being converted to other uses at an
estimated 675,000 acres per year In the late 1960's
,and early 1970's.wheb land conversions were aftheir
peak; the annual loss of all types of rural land to
various kinds of nonfarm uses ran as high as 3 million

acres. Current ploce the loss at a lower

1 !

6.5. Agricultural
Productivity
1910-1980
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1951 1980
5,428,000 2,428,000

Percent
of Cifange

224N

Number of Farrfis

21,890,000

figure today:since dams, rural airports, highway
interchanges, and large housing developments are
nat being built so rapidly

Some localities have tried to slow the loss of this
valuable resource through zoning For example,
'Black Hawk County, Iowa, passed an ordinance that
requires thirty-five acres for a single-family dwelling
on prime dgricultural land, while three acres per site
is required on less productive land

Arfiericans depeQd on this farmland for their fbobci
supplies as do people of many other nations To meet
these meeds and to maintain our level of food
production, the irreversible toss of farmland must be
slowed

',In this activity, students learn how agrkultural land
r isirreversibly lost and why slowing this loss IS,

important ,
Additiortal ACtivity

-Ask your students to make a chart about the
gedgraphic history of their family The chart could hst .

the different locations the family has lived, whether
'the locatons were rural or.urban, and what that land

, is pow used for jhe chart could befitted out for
parents and 'grandparents This activity will give your

..5,fdddngan appreciation of how land use has
chan'gh over time

ACtivity Master 21
r-

HOrne for Wifdlife
.When it comes to the basics, wild anitnalsdOn't differ
that much from human beings In order to survive,

362% .4 they need food, dean water, and shelter

Unfortunatety, the needs of wildlife are often in °
conflict with human activities as we provide for'our
owhneeds and desires As a rep.ilt, wildlife habitat in
ourCquntry is under continuing pressure from
devetooment of highways, suburbsvindustrial parks,
surface mines (although most states now have laws
requiking new surface mines to be reclaimed), dams,
and reservoirs

'Farms were once an excellebt plece for wildlife to
live But farmers have changed their planting
methods For mstance, many now plant much larger
fields and resOrt to monoculture instead of crop
rotation (Monoculturerefers-to the practice of
planting large areas of a single crop for many years )
These rtew practices have reduced wildlife habitat on
the farm

'Fortunately, many of the techniques used to
.conserve soil also attract wildlife For example, grass-
lined ditcherand waterwaysas well as grass strips
around fiefds provide habitat for ground-nesting
birds The woody shrubs and trees plantpd to
stabiltzé gullies are excellent shelter for birds and

-small mammals Similar practicescan be used in
ba&yards and school grounds

the goal of any project to restore habitat is to
provide a source of food, water, and shelter for many
different kinds of wildlife For specific suggeitions for
attracting wildlife, refer to the references listed in the
resource guide

Farm Population

.14 .0
b

*.k

In this activity, stLtdents learn that fod, water, and
shelter are Important in attracting wildlife They also
conduct a survey to determine the atthudes of
people toward preserving wddlife habitat

Additional Activity

Help your students develop a plan for attracting
wiIdfe inbo the schoolyard or their backyard Have
them draw a sketch and list the types of things they
would do Try to implement the plan Several
references are hsted in the resource guide

Activity Master 22

Soil Pollution from
Hazardous Chemicals
There are over 70,000 chemicals in common use at
home andind4try and nearly 1,000 new ones are
,created each year Not all of these chemicals are
hazardousonlythe ten percent that are harmful to
human health and the environment Hazardous '
chricals are flammable, explosive, radioactive,
corTbsive, and toxic (Toxic hazardous chemicals can
alter human genetic material and can become stored
in fat tissues ) Some of the common hazardous
chemicals are herbicides and pesticides that are
toxic, solvents and liquid fuels that are flammablg
and explosive, acids and alkalis that are corrosive yve
even come into contact with hazardous chemicalf
daily when we use such products as insect killers,
drain cleaner', and certain cleaning agents

Persistence is a major concern with many
hazardous chemicals Once certain chemicals get into
the environment and the sdils, those chemicals tend
to remain for years Although some hazardous
chemicals break down quickly within a few day,
others may last in soils for hundreds, even thousands
of years They can become tightly bonded with soil
particles In addition, natural factors that break down
matenalsthe soil organisms, the sunhght, the
atmospherehave little or no effect, Thus,
haszardous chemical pollutants can remain in sods for
a long time Hazardous chemicals that get into
agricultural fields can contaminate food and even ,

pollute water supplies if they are eroded from these
fields

Hazardous chemicals can enter the environment
and the soils in many Ways Chemicals are sometimes
improperly used or illegally dumped They can also be
applied to fields as agncult ral chemicals Since
conservation tillage does no necessarily rely upon
traditional plowing to contro weeds, it requires
greeter use of herbicides Hazardous chemicals can
also be inadvertently apphed to fields in organic
(sewage and industnahsludges (This will be further
investigated 4Activity Master 24 ) Acid rain is
another source of hazardous chemicals Acid rain
falls in many parts of the U.S where certain exhaust
gases and factory emis;ions from combustion react
to make stronger acids of the precipitation

Ridding ourselves of all hazardous chemicals
would not be desirable Many jobs require their use,.
and we benefit fromIre products manufactured

015



from thern Raper, we must learn to use hazardous
chemicals wisely, thereby minimizing the risksof soil
and water pollution

In thiS activit, students survey their homes for
hazardous chemicals and evaluatethe safety of
several situations

Activity Master 23

Surface Mining and
Reclamation
USually.the terms surface mining (sometimes caged
stop mining) and reclamation are associate,dpnly
with coal But many other mineral resources are also
obtained through surface mining, for example clay,
stone, sand and gravel, iron ore. 9)pper, uranium,
phosphate, bauxite (aluminum,Pre), and gold Each
of these minerals is vital for odi society Yet surface
mining can be harmful to the land Heaps of rubble
and barren' earth can rernain in addition, rivers and
streams can become choked with sediment and
polluted with acids that drain from the mines

Ner 5 7 million acres of land in the United States
have been disrupted by surface mining This is slightly
larger rn area than the state of Massachusetts One-
t htrd of this land is located where rtdamation isnot
required by law This unreclaimed lahd represents
old, worn-out mines that were abandoned before
reclamation laws were adopted

Reclamation involves transforming barren mine
areas as nearly as possible to their original condition
Large, .irth-moving equipment fills the mined area-
with rock debris Machinery mulds the soils and
shapes the land until it resembles the.onginal
contour Finally, topsoil *spread over the mined area
and planted with a mixture of grasses Often native
trees and shrObs are also planted on the reclaimed
area

Improper reclamation can lead to extensive soil
erosion and pollution of local water supplies On the
other hand, proper reclamation minimizes these
problems and in many cases eliminates them Most
properly reclaimed mines can be used again for
productive purposes One coal mining company in
Ohio has created a very large park with facililies for
camping, hiking, and fishing after reclamation Other
productive purposes include farming and growing
trees for wood products Although the costs of
reclaiming mines can be high, the benefits to society
usually outweigh the costs

In this activity, students see how proper
reclamation is an important part of surface minima

Activityyaster 24

Recyding Organic
Wastes
Probleni: Today, many of our agricultural soils have
less organic matter than they did in the past Organic
matter is a valuable soil ingredient that provides food
for soil plants 'and animals It also allows waterto
Percolate into soil more easily

Problem: Reclaiming surface minescan be difficult
if the soil lacks organic matter These soils erode
more readily an it is moredifficult for plants to grow

Problem: The 6unt of organic wastes from
municipal sewagetr.eatment plants keeps increasing
Food processors prbduce organic vvaste in large
amountscurrent(y, most of this waste isiburied in-.
landfills.

A Solution for allthree of these problems is to
recycle the organic wastes by applying them on
agricultural fields and reclaimed surface mines This
practice helps build up thesoil and disposes of a
waste product However, some of these wastes
especially those from municipal-industrial sewage
treatment plants=can contain contaminants 'They
can be polluted with heavy metals suth as mercury,
lead, and cadmiurri which come from local industries
Other pollutants can be hazardous chemicals, suchas
solvents andiire retardants These pollutants are
hazbrdous to human health, since plants grown in
soils contaminated wah heavy metals and hazardous
chemicals can-absorb these substances and
introduce them into the food chain

A solution to the contamination hazard is to
carefully test all wastes before they,are applied to
fields Once the contamination problem is
suGcessfully controlled, and once a pplication
methods and rates are perfected, recycling of organic
wastes will benefit society Not only will theWastes
be safely disposed of, but soils will be more
productive as well

In this activity, students will investigate costs and
benefits of recychng organic wiastes

Additional Acboty
Ust the six issues in soil conservation od the board,
thekhvide your dass into small groups Have each
group rank order the six issues from the most
important to solve to the least impbrtant to solve
Each group can then present its ordered list and
summarize its Justification to the class Then have a
consensus vote after the presentations

Resource Guide .

This final section of Conserving Soil consists of 1) a
bibliogi'aphy of the matenals used in the writing of
this education& package, and 2) a list of additional iT
sources of information from whiCh you can easily
obtain further environmental and soils materials

-
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the Animal Kingdom Suffern, New Ydrk Danbury
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Pough, Frederick H A Field Guide to Rbcks and
Minerals 4th ed Boston Houghton Mifflin
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Unit I, LeSson 2: The Social Impact of Soils
Billard, Jules B ed The World of the American Indian

Washington, D C The National Geographic
'society, 1974

Mazwell,James.A ed America's Fascinating Indian.
HentAge Pleasantville, New York The Reader's
Digest Association, Inc , 1978

Webb, Walter Prescott The Great Plains Boston
Ginnard Company,1931

Unit II, Lesson 1 : Soil Degradation
EnvironmenfalQt3ality Washmgton, D C Council

on Environmental Quality, published annually

"The Environmental Quality Index," National'
Wildlife Published annually in the February-March
issue

Unit II, Lesson 2: Soil Conservation
Bosworth, Duane A and Albert B Foster Approved

Practices in Soil Conservation Danville, Illinois The
Interstate Printers and Paiplishers, Inc , 1982

Hendler, Bruce Building In ihe Wildlands of Maine
Augusta, Maine State of Maine, Land Use
Regulation Commission, 1973,

Soil and Water Conservation Irving, Texas Boy
Scouts of America, 1980

Unit III, Lesson 1 : Six Issues in Soil
Contervation

Fact Book of trs. Agriculture Washington, D C
U S Department of Agriculture, published
annually

Hayesjack. ed Gardening For "Food ancl Fun (The
1977 y)rbook of Agficulture), Wa5hington, D C
U S DeArtment of Agriculture,.1977

Hayes, Jack ed Will There Be Enough Food' dhe
1981 Yearbook of Agriculture), Washington, D C
U S Department of Agriculture, 1981

Surface Mining and Our Environment Washington,
, D.0 U S Department of Intenor1967

The Case Against the Rain. Toronto Ontario Ministry,
of the Environment, 1980

Additional Sources of Information
Educational Resources Information Center
(ERIC)

ERIC ts a national information retrieval system kir
education resources on a vapety of topics The
documents are on microfichein hundreds of

*AI

university hbraries throughout the U S Thousands of
environmental education documents are on
microfiche and specific titles aFe available for a
modest fee from

ERIC, Science, Mathervatics, and Environmental
Education

, The Ohio State University
1200 Chambers Rd , Room 310
Columbus, Ohio 43212

Soil Conservation Service (SCS)
The SCS helps landowners conserve the soiland
water resources of the U S The SCS has published
environmental education materials on soil and water
conservation Contact your local SC S office, orwnte

Educational Relations
USDA Soil Conserfation Service
PO Box 2890
Washington, D C 20013

Soil Conservation Society of America
(SCSA)
The SCSA has a vanety of environmental education
materials concerning many aspects of conservation
Contact them for a publications list .

Soil Conservation Society of America
7515 Northwest Ankeny Road
Ankeny, Iowa 5002 1

Departments of Natural Resóurcits
In most states, the Department of Natural Resources ).
(or equivalent agency)-publites materials on such
topics as how to attract wildlife into your backyard
They may also h ave other environmental pubhcations

.,pf interest to teachers Contact the Education, Public
Information, or Publications office of your state
Department of Natural Resources

Other Local Sources
The following are some other places near your school
where you can find information on the local
environmental situation

. The telephone book Look under local, state, ,ind
federal government, ,trade associations, and
corporate public relations offices

The daily newspaper.
Local colleges or universities Contact appropriate

departments and visit libraries
Parents-el students Also consider your colleagues in

other disciplines
The local library Look for these periodicals:

Environment, National Wildlife, and Audubon as
well as a list of local conservation organizations.

(Note You may want to photocopy the glossary on
pages 17 & 18 for your students at the beginnlhg of
the unit )
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Soils Glossary
Acid RainRain, snow, or other forms of water that
at made more acid by waste gases which'come
mainly from the burning of coal and oil products The

gases (usually sulfur dioxide and oxides of nitrogen)
mix with water and other materials in the air Acid
rain falls on.the land and water and Gain affect
wildlife, plants, soil, and building materials
AcreA unit of measurement of land It is equal to
the area of land inside a square that is about 209 feet

.on each side (43,560 square feet).
AlgaeMicroscopic green plants that live in water
and on land They serve as food for other organisms
BacteriaMicroscopic organisms that live op water
and on land They help break down organic materials

into simpler nutrients in a process called decay

Bacteria release nutrients to the soil
BedrockA more or less solid layer of gock found on
the surface of the land or below the soil.
Ce# DivisionThe process by.Which a plant or
animal cell splits in half to form younger cells.
CommodityA usefutor valuable prOduct of
agriculture such as soybeans, beets,-61- cattle.

CompostingMixing decaying organic Tatter
(food scraps, grass clippings, leaves) to form a rich soil

conditioner.
:CondensationChanging a gas into a liquid, for
example,when steam or water vapor turn into
water
ElongationThe process in which something
becomes longer, such as prant cells as they grow.'
EvaporationChanging a liquid to a gas, for
example, when water turns into steam or water
vapor

mesa..

ExportA product (such as grain or meat) that Ls
traded with another nation.
FamineAn extreme shortage of food in a given
area.
FeedlotAn enclosed area in Which animals, such
as hogs or cattle, are fed before being sold for meat
Fungi (plural of fungus)A group of non-green
plants, such as molds, and mushrooms, that live on

\dead or dying organic matter Fungi release nutrients
to the soil.
GoodsAn Item or thing, such as bread, meat, or
fruit, that people are willing to buy
HabitatAn, area of land in which plants and
animals live, groL.4i, and reproduce
HumusHighly decomposed Plant and animal
residue that is a part of soil.
Hydrologic CycleThe cycle of water movement
from the atmosphere to the earth and back again
through these steps. evaporation, transpiration,
condensation, precibitatidn, percolation, runoff, and
storage.
.IrreversibleA situation that is.impossiblito
change. For example, it is impossible to change a
shopping Mall back to farmland,
LandOne of the major factors of production that is
supplied by nature and includes all natural resources ,
in their original state such as mineral deposits,
wildlife, timber, fish, water,and the fertility of the soil.
LandfillA location where solid waste (garbage) is
disposed of.

-

LeachingThe rerrioval of soluble minerals from
soil by the downward movement of water
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Mineral -A-naturally 'occurnng inorganic substance
with definrte chemical and physical properties and a,
definite crystal structure
Monoculture-ihe,cultivation of a single type of
crop over a large area which excludes other uses of
tha,t land

Native Americans-The people who lived in the
United Stthes before it was inhabited by people from
Europe, Asia, and other continents.
Nematodes Micrqscopic, elongated worms that
live on other organismOn the soil
Nutrient-A substance that supplies nourishment
for an organism to live It can be food or chemicals
depering upon the organism
NutnentExchange-The process by which plant
roots exchange an acid for nutrients from the soil
Organic Matter-Plant and animal material in

various stages of decomposition that may be part of
the sod
Parent Material-The earthy materials-'-both'
mineral and organ lc, from which soil is formed.
Percolation-The qownAard movement of water
in soil.
Permeability-The quality of soil that allows air or
water to move through it
Photosynthesis-The process in which green
plants combine water and carbon dioxide gas in the
presence of light to form sugars and oxygen gas.
Plains States-The area of the United States that is
geperaNwest of tk MisissippcRiver and east offfie
RoOty,Ppuntains (also called the Great Plains).
Pcire-Spaces-The area of the soil th rough which
water and air move The space between soil particles.
Precipitation-Rain, snow, and other forms of
water that fall to earth.'
Productivity-The amOunt of crops-or an.imals that
can be harvested f om land. It can also mean the
general amount o ds mgde in a given time or in a
given area.

/

sesta&

Respiration-The process by whith organisms
obtain energy when sugars combine with oxygen.
Carbon dioxide and water are given off
Row Crops-Agricultural crops, such as corn and
soybeans, that are grovin in rows.
Runoff-Wateithatilows off land into streams and
other wate.ways
Soil2A naturally occurring mixture of minerals,
organic mat/er, water, and air which has a definite
structure a7-id composition and forms on the surface
of the land
Soil Color-The color of a sample of soil.
Soil.Horizon-A layer of soil that is nearly parallel to
the land surface and is different from layers above
and below.
Soil Mineral-That portion of the soil that is
inorganic and neither air nor water.
Sok! Survey-The identification, classification,
mapping, interpretation, and explanation ofthe soil
over a given area of land
S,oil TeXture-The relative amounts of sand, silt,

. and clay in_avven soil sample.
Technology-The many different methods used to
provide goods for hufron needs and wants

'Water Storage-The locations in which water is
stored. They can be above ground in lakes, rivers, and

'other waterways or below ground as ground water
Zone of Accuniulation-The layers.in a soil into
which soluble compounds are-moved and deposited
by water,
Zone of Decomposition-Surface layers in a soil
in which organic matter decays.
Zone.cif Leaching-The layer in-a soil from which
soluble ndtrients are removed by water.
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Activity Master 1

Soils: What Are They?
Objectives
1 Studecits will ide'ritify the major components of a soil sample

2 Students will Amine a soil for teXture
3 Students will analyze the physical differences among several

samples of topsoil

Supplies Needed rnagniNing glasses,-microscopes, a sieve, soil. samples

Explain that p this activity, students will be investigating sods
Deteemine your students' level of understanding of soils by asking
them to write the word that first comes to their mind when they
hear the word "soil Write several of the words on the board
Later explairvthat a soil is a naturally occurring mixture of mineral
and organic materials with a specific structure and composition
that develops on the surface of the land.

State that the best way to understand soil is to get rvlly dose
to it and to examine it Ask students to collect soils friA many
different locations Have them volunteer to sample the top two
rnches of soil from a flower pot; oackyard, eschool yard, an
agricultural field, a wood(ot, a forest, near/Creek, etc (You can
collect samples from locations where you feel your students
should not go, such as near a river or a cliff,)-fitudents can bring
them io school in ajar or in'a plastic bag When your students
collect the sample, they should answer the questions in Part) and
.label their samples e , location, date, weather, etc )

When your studenti have brought in soil samples, conduct Part
2 Describe the major ingredi9nts of soils and list the types of

,minerals and the particle size on the board Students should use
'magnifying glasses, microscopes, or sieveS of different sdeen size
to examine their soil samples

To conclude du/ first activity, ask students to examine at least
three different samples and then record on the back of the activity
heet the information requested

Students should save the soil samples for use in Activity 5

Al
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Activrty master t Soils: What Are They?

,c

5°0 Organic matter
and dead

plants 04041,3enmals)

..

Par t 1
1-t )..t yr tnry Slf pfxdard mo
zi, ,vour,lytw r. 0,1r frl'I
i AS, br ,wtore Th. re an,

A, int, ),,,j r'r,a1S ro I dr( A)lnA
p the r homes When ,ou n

e'd of gross y ?U«),Ad N
ants There could eye, te a for Ij 0 n o'es
beneath vow feet

Look at the sal that Is all around s ou Cet a
trossel or shovel D4.1 up enogh of the top tvso
Inches of the so I to filf Jpntg a quart or Look
r- lowly 3t the parbc'es and Iv ma creatures that
mak., op the soI

Dcscnbe the place ss ere sot) lol'eted yrLif SCA

wriplo

Descr,be your sot What color ,s _

What does .t smell _

hat does a feel Re? _
Do you we any keng plants or antmals1 What

do they lo,c*1ke1

Par t 2
Sols are mxturo of four ingred ents the
amount of each hgred ent changes fromone.
sol to another this ple diagram shows the
average amount of ea; h

45% Minerals
(clay sand or
silt part( les)

Swain

lcok at you, w I sample lhe mineral particles
Le th, so,1 ter,torst Stparate some of thh

Out, r tt uncrals and look clowlyat thcm wth a
a ,),InIfyir )(1 glass or ni croscope Ask your
tea, her to bdp you dentfy t hem as other
5and sIt 0 lay On 1 hn -)t her scle of ths sheet,
,,taor pc urns of the agaruc (natter and
r,nOrals that you see l:escribe the organic
rodner .n your sod Sample

s

What do the mneral nwerhents look like,

Why does the amount of water ,n the sol

hange

Where are the alr and water found tn the soil>

Part 3 ,

Trade your sol sample wah several of your
classmates On the back of thfsactrvay Weet
write the name of the perscrolond the Imaton
from which the sample was taken Then
d8crbe how the sample is dafereht from or,
wolat to yours E xamine the color, Ymeti,,
texture, and organic matter

ft
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Activity Master 2

Soil Ecologi: Plants and Animals
Under Your Feet

.

Objectives
1 Students \ivilHabel a diagram of a root

2 Students will describe the process of nttrient exchange.

3 Students will examine soil samples for lig organisms
4 Studenis will investigate the role o,J.ig organismsm ttre soil

Sul:plies Needed: white trays, twe zers, magnifying glasses,
specimenbottles'jrcuslin, seeds, soil samples

A few days before this lesson, pl en seeds of *different types
of plants (corn or beans) on min Roll up the muslin, loosely tie,
and saturate it Keep it warm a. d moist for several days At the
beginning of this activity, unroll it and have students look at root
hairs with a microscope or Magnifying glass Discuss with your
students the processes that occur in the three regions of the root
Ask for volunteers tofili in the blank statérnein Part 1, and later
label the parts of a root in Part 2

In Part 3, students search for living animal organisms in sOil
samples Obtain three or four samples from the top few inches of
severaivery dif fe'rent soils Students will work in small groups so
several quart jars of-each sample will be needed

project Transparency 1 The Soil Ecosystem --- and ask
students to pick out examples of the six types of animals listed on
the acti.;ity sheet

Divide the class into small groups and present each group with
a sql sample. Show them how to carefully sort through soil
samples to find animals Sort the soil on white paper or in a light
colored pan Have several reference books handy so that students
can also name the type of animals they.find and determine the
Tunction of the organism in the soil ecosystem (Several good
reference books on identification of plants and animals are listed

in the resource guide in the back of the program )

kk-
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Soil Ecology: Plants and
Animals (Rider Your Feet
Par t

'he btanks tti,s, state-nen-,
w, bolo.% VVi)r hare ibect inly ono,

Tho rOOt pri Iho grow rig

rip Behind the -to culls oui kly divide

to foe, new fl/ol COIIS Soon thesn new (e415

Irowlooyer or elongate AS Ills ie'ls

dsPde and elongate the rOOts gr OW

through a SOI Cirow no roots r reale strong

preLsures which can even sold rocks

As rbots live and grow they undergo

reSpIratIOn In this process roots take in_
oxygen from the POr!sPaces They also

give off carbon dioxide which reacts with

water to form f, weak The

toot releases pint of the acid in return the root

hairs absorb rxitnents from the sod_
particles Nutr ents include magnesium

Part 2
Plants absorb water and nutnents f rum the
sod through their roots T he roots also help
brea down mtneralstn the sod Match the
parts in the dlustraton with the parts of a ivot
It below Place the correct letter tn the space

each word or phrase

0 Ifiregon of absorphor:

d divKling root cells--
h regton of cell dviston

c elongattng rOot cells

9 regon of elongation

e rOOt CaP

a root hairs

° sand

Ikgril tIsurn phosphorus and

nitrogen The pr(xess u c)lled nutrient

exchange

thts exchange plants get needed

nutr tents The picks up an acd that

breaks down soilOarttcies or minerals

,n10 5,mpier nutrients Most of the nutrients

are abso( bed in tho plant through the

root hairs They also absorb water

from the sot

acid rutrient exchange
carbon dioxide nutrients
divide pore spaces '
elongate respiration
grow Mt cap
minerals root hairs
nitrogen water

Part 3
Piace you, sample in a white tray or un white
paper Use aoragrkaying glass to carefully look
through a sample of sod Ptck out all the lmng
animal organisms wth tweeze! s Race them
into small bottles that are labeled accordtng to
t hese groups

I worms without legs (éarthworrn for
example)

2 grubs (I hkk, worm like antmals usually
wth legs)

3 snads and slugs (shads wthout shells)
4 tnsectslanimalswith in legs)
5 sp.:1m (antmals with eght legs)
6 other antmals

Then exanktne and try to identtfy each
organtsm

,
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Activity Master 3

How Is a Soil Formed'?
Objectives
1 Students \A/1)J explain how parent material, climate, living

organisms, topography, and tirtie are related to soil formation

2 Students will describe why different types of parent material
produce different kinds of soils

Supplies needed. samples of several types of parent material,
plastic container with tightly fitting lid, soil, ant
farm

Parent Material
Have your students collect samples of rock and other parent
material from outcroppings at construction rites or road cuts
Using reference materials, students can identify the material
(Severaltooks on rock identification are listed in the resource
guide ) A local college, university, museum of natural.history,or
Soil Conservation Service office could identify the parent material
in your area

Climate

There are two simple experiments that quickly show the effects of
climate on weathering Have your studenis describe the impact of
these experimenfs on partent material on the back of the activity
sheet

1 Freezing and ThawingFill a plastic container with water and
freeze It The expanding water will cause the sides to bulge out, or
will lift the lid This same process occurs when water freezes in the

.
cracks of rock and pavement

2 Wetting and DryingTake a handfulof moist soil, squeeze it
to make a firm ball Place the bal4Q water Usually it Will fall apart
Pour off water and let soil dry,-Co pare the shape and looks of
the soil when wet and-when dry

Livingalrganiims

Set upt ant farm in the classroom Students Will quickly see how
the ants alter the soil structureand redistribute the organic
matter Students can also search for evidence of how animals alter
the soil outdoors (i e , tracks, holes, diggings, etc )

You may want to ask your students these questions (1) Why
do organic gardeners sometimes put earthworms in their
gardens? iThey help keep thwil loose ) (2) Why is it important to
have a lot of Organic-matter in soils? (It's a source ()Nutrients It
makes oil fertile lallows water and air to enter the soil more
easily)

'

.
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Time as influenced by climate, hying organisms, and topography

Depth Weakly Developed Soil Moderately Developed Soil Well Developed Soil ,

12 -

36 -5....:2

A topsoil A

T.

. . . . .

'C-:5 c_f________-/Q7
' 0

(7
C parent

material
6;T)

0
c==::."--/

0 a

(--->---v c

`,-----},-----7-7-,...._

Th s ci aca a T ,,,Ns5 aSa; "; ag ,e' sen, a" Living Organisms
ha,, ci a aC I . no "(at, YTS and N'Pc(1')Chr Plan's anti an es,s'S s hanpe the weathered
change ihai 5, I ace, I ", Nal t e fl th s orren, maer S nisi subso I ani f topsol t r aves
eafriPie h,a. The Parent maieTial is t.,01.. , 's, is and bark Porn targe plants i ail onto the
doe n a'd TITO sChl chanaeS i rum weakly I.) a eli s T land are broken down by fund bactertf
develotki'd soil Not ill skils undergo th s inik isseCts and Other so I an anals insects and
i5pe of change an I the t me for the , haf,ge t arthwornTs burr, wing through tht sol T at an t

k ' d fief s w th Sxat on these d f feren,,,(s, reak down organ, !natter and rnoerais till()
because sl mates d fief irons dneloca Z tnio 5 ',spier Ct--pourids Rant; and antmaiS help
anothei as do the numb, and t5pes oi 15 nu make the soil i i-h e euteent 5 as they die 'and
oigan sn's n !Peso l tie< 3y

Parent Material Topography
Parciii -re, a's, ii.. Farril ale the iaoelk ioNgraphy s the hal ^ass flatness ia
ilia: ged ''' ^era l dnd ',gar', c chatter that so s a noun; uf stock' ei The land On 5',"(3)0, sl'per
ire made fin, Parent in atertals (anti, 45,1 .,10011 may he eroded leaving eipknedsubso I
from vols an vs sect men ts moved and ,r parent neater al Th s makes tires, ' look Tke
Jew, led tn. w nd and wale, ot sand and rock .1, aveaki, deseLped so i n the dgrarri SO15
'ate' S depOr'ted 01, Plasters Weathered n tow ateas and land depress ons Tend to De
0, ik en do, n I bed,- k 5 another exaMoic ,,f ,,,,st and pp, at5 of a ned l's ,17,1d ' y Is n
eareni ,ater se mole sloPtng ateas lend to be di fr and vvv'l

Climate . araees1 SO,IS n these ar eas val. l %,I, ,e, rt I kr,
rise rhOderat elk an-2 well dekeloo it ,T i 5 n thet I two ii` heps litange parent 'hirer at t s laic I

n to supso lift ia5 eft and tapse,i ,a 1,,yert d agram

f tee; Nand thaw ra I a> wel .35 ysett eq.i'd Time
dr5 ng make coign! mate, 1.8 break apart Baas The three hones n the d Saran, shim a 50 l h

nate` "' si ',Soh' ri'vr'e ''''-"l', '`.1"r'n'"' ',he 5ame snot at d fiction', t mes n ctsiery 5Net
them demer ,nto soil that tare c'l mate lin ng oigin sms and

Tapagraphy change the soil

-
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Topogfaphy

Ask students to collect soil samples for organic matter from the
top of a hill, from a slope, and from the bottom ol a deep valley
Compare the samples for moisture and organic matter content

Time

Use the diagram from the activity sheet to reinforce the evolution
of soil from parent material



Activity.Mastee 4

What Are Soil Horizons?
Oblectives

1 Students will inspect and diagram exposed soil profiles that are
found near their homes

2 StIlents will tell why soils form horizons

Supplies Needed. soil samples, bean seeds, containers for
growing beans

Project Transparency 2, A Soil Profile, and explain to your
students that this is a hypothetical example Thei-i us,'the
transparency and the information outlined in the teacher's guide
to help your students fill out the chart on the top of the activity
sheet ,For the second part csi the activity, students should observe
a soil profile and record their observations List areas in your
community e ,' building sites, road cuts, etc ) where students can
find a soil profile Tell your students to be careful in these areas

If your school property is large enough and you have
permission, you might consider digging a soil pit Soil pits ar'e
holes n the ground that are dug about 4 feet deep and 4 feet in
diameter The A and B honzons are usually evident within that.
depth

After your students have'observed the honzons, ask them to hst
how their examOle differed from the hyRothetical one on the
transparency Then they could speculate why their example
differed from the illustration Possible answers include Erosion or
a bulldozer could have removed much of the topsoil There couki
be very little surface organic matter because the land had been
plowed and rhe organic matter was mixed (nto the A honzon You
could obtain samples of soils from the A and B horizons of a
profile and have students answer the questions from the samples
You should provide them with the depth measurements that are
asked for in the activity

To conclude this lesson, pl&it two bean seeds (or similar fast
growing eeds) in pots containing soil from the A and B honzons
Always add the same amount of water arid keep them under
similar lighting conditions Daily for the next 3 to 4 weeks,
students should measure and record the heights on graph paper,
using a different symbol for the plant in each soil Students should
compare the growth differences on the charts and discuss the
post,ible reasors for them

CONSERVING SOIL
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fde un,1 stunt d so }dm r ayers aIkd
t es Se I h, tOns n usuatly be wen at a
r They also be st.a2n where :hc s, I 1

en, seJ wv, al fret deep Ther to are
h 112, 0'1 ,Idor and sturtN,d k,

r fI r thhe het;

'mcesses
Horizon , Name Colors Structure Occurring

0 '

'Organic Black, dark
. brown

Topsoil Dark broWn Generally loose, Zone of
to yellow au mbly, well leaching

broken up

A

Loose, crumbly,
iwell broken up

DecomPosltion

Subsoil Brown, red, Generally larger ,Zone of
yellow, or chunks, may be accumulation
gray ' dense or crumbly,

tan be
cement-like

,

Parent Variable Loose to dense Weathenng,
material depending , disintegration
(slightly pp parent 0 parent
rodorhered Material material or rock
Material)

a 1 exarndle of a so I profile
L., k a.) area a here kou Can see the U A
v b r RLkad CUT`, ate gc,

eet,A ok 3' Int, t.ret rrel,ap tt deptI-
ot the; lye's o the sude

Ord..

Answer these questions while obsere,n9 t he sot
horlzon fhen on the back of this sheet draw a
sketilt of the sOd wale about to scale Label
the hur,zons and indicate depths below the
surfacc and any ergaelOms !Nit yOU See

0 Honzon
At Out hcm th,( kS the layer

hat C010, , i! What typeS of

Marer'at ea'n yOu We In thrs0 honinn2

Descrage.thestrUCture

Des( ribe evdence orplants or aftrnals _

A Horizon
H,ka, thck ,s thk, layer Thtorais

,n, hes below thi i.st...fj,Ice and the bottom ,s

nchcs b(1,w the surface What («lot n '

Describe the structure

den«, of plants or an,rnals _

Horizon
ttv,. th c ;t. it The top _ _ _ _ Aches

tydot. tho surface and the bettoin of the B

harilon s itx hes below the surface

'What ,s the color, Desimbe t

Mrti(tUte

Dentcesrdencei plants or antrnal, -



Activity Master 5

How Do SOils Differ?
Objectiiies
1 Students will collect soil samples from near their homes

2 Students will analyze and compare the different soil samples

3 Students will describe why and how soils differ

SuPplies Needed: metric scales, graduated beaker, soil samples,

41.

quart jar

Soil samples from Activity Ican be used for this exberiment
Students should work in small groups to analyze their soil samples
and to answer the questions,.

This simple experiment allows you to separate soils into layers
of different-sized particles Put a cup of soil into a quart jar and fill
it with-water Replace the lid and shake the soil mixture vigorously
and fet the soil particles settle. You will have to let the jar sit for
several hours to several daysto let all particles settle The coarser
materials will be on the bottom and the finer materials on top
Materials will settle out in this order from bottom to top coarse
sand, fine sand, silt, and clay with organic matter mixed and
floating on top Clay particles are very small and take a long time
to settle

Separate several different soils by this method and have
students diagram and label the layers

Your students can also estimate the volume of pore space in a
soil sample Have them measure 100 milliliters (ml) of a soil
sample into a glass or beaker Determine the mass of the sample
and beaker and record data Slowly pour water into the sample '
until the water level rises to the top of the soil sample Then
redetermine the mass of the mixture The mass difference in
grams is Nual to the volume of pore space in milliliters per 100 ml
of soil sirke 1 gram of water = 1 ml of water Have students
compare the gore space volume of sever4lsoil samples Discuss
the importance of pore space with your class

-1
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Soils <Id ter from one another in many ways
One sol can be acid Another can be low in
natrents These soils have chentKal di f ferences
The easiest way to tell one soil hon.:, another is
do look at physical traits Two important physical
traits air ()for and texture

Use the fullownq charts and answer the
Questions below about your soil sample

Soil Type
by Color
Dark Soils
Dark gray,
black,
brown

a Moderately
Dark Soils
Br6wn to
yellow-brown
bght-Colored
Soils
Pale brown to

_yellow or red

Organic
Content Fer tility. Aeration

High High High

Medium Medxim Medium .

Low

What s the color of your soil sample,

What s the texture of your s5,1 sample

Would you buy a farm with I" I yO° of Sod °°

6 MOst of the fields) Why?

Why are pore spaces so important in sods)

Why is it important for soil to have good

drainage,

Describe t he per I ect physical traits of soil for a
Dark

gartlen or an agricultural field Color
black, brown, dark gray

Low tow

Soil Type Feel
by Texture When Wet
Clayey Very

sticky, -
smooth,
slick

Sandy

Loamy.

Looseness
of Soil
Poor

Water-Holding
Capacity. Aeration

tow ,High (water
isheld so
tightly that
less is
available
fstplants)

Good, PoorVery High
gritty loose,

crumbly

Smooth Good,
and slick, loose,
somewhat crumbly
gritty and
sticky

Good to
excellent

High

Texture
Loamy

C-

411.
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Activity Master 6

We Depend Upon Soils -

Objectives
1 Students will describe some of the different steps involved in

produang common consumer goods
2 Students will identify soil as a natural resource common to all

consumer products

Supplies Needed. reference material

A few days before this attivity, contact your school librarian for
some reference materials that your students will need to complete
this activity Most of the information will be available from
almanacs, encyclopedias, maps, product labels, and personal
knowledge

Af ter the students have individually completed the first section
of the activity, have volunteers read their answers to the class

Next, divide your students into small groups to research one of ,

the pizza ingredients Also ask the group to add at least one of
their favorite ingredients to the list. Each group should present
their findings to the class so that others can fill in the chart'at the
bottom of the activity sheet

Conclude the activity by pointing out that every product that
we buy, the energy we use, and the fOods we eat are directly or
irtdirectly a product of soils More complicated items, such as an
automobile, require more resources Thus, more soils in different
locations are involved

CONSERVING SOIL
Ac tnitty Master 6

;

We-DePend Upon Soils

Where Do Our Consumer Products
Come From?
h s , )1,,t aerns.ttot vse utters use trsum

0.lupedas wif rher refereilii.iii, try to
,an h the resources oath ach dern sMoSt Tern,

Items
tungsten, iron,copper

Light bulb
Coppec,Thicin,ol,-rubber

Tek phone

)0ft drink
aluminum, won

(an

Iloed more than one rPSOUR e And each,
resource Noy be used more than ofICC

Electrc power

Record album
cotton:irTn71 "

;NM
ton, aluminum, coppeur-Ti, r.7,6---

Autornobtle

Winter jacket
oirron

Either the lond soil Of water could hive been
listed as a resource for each item Why'

where Did Our Pizza Come from,
listed below aresorne 0 the ingredients of a 3 what processtng steP(s) are needed to make

igredipzza YOU may want to add some of your the n ent
favorites that are not on the list Look up 4 a possible geographic kxation of the

the resource rnatenal of the ,ngpedent prixessing

2 a Possible geographic locaton 0 the
resource material

Resources

Oi alurmum

copper wool

rubber

tungsten ,hrormum

iron ,ottOn

°

Then fill in this chart The firq item has been done as an example

- Ingredient Resource Location Processing
Material

Flour

Salt

Spices

Tomato Sal ace

Sausage

Pepperoni

Your favor; tes

Vvneat

The ingredients came from many (If lerent
locations and were processed in many others
What basic natural resources are common to
the Pizza ingredients)
0,Sod, land, water, sunlight

Kansas cleaning,
miInq

a'

Location

Indianapolis,
Indiana

3'



Activity Master 7

How People Have Used Soils
Objectives
1 Students will discover the relationship of early N'ative

Americans to the environment, the land, and the soils

2 Students will describe ways that modern technology can alter
the land and the soils in beneficial and detrimental ways

3 Students will state why we should carefully examine our land
use decisions before we act on them

Supplies Needed: reference materials

'Part 1

Have your students read the first part of the activity sheet, then
ask them to brainstorrh sources of information to answer the
qUestions List their answers on the board Possible sources
include Native Americans still living in the area, school and public
libraries, state and local historical societies, museums of natural
history, anthropology departments of local colleges, and the local
conservation district or Soil Conservation Service offices

You could divide the class into small groups and have each
group answer the five questions using a dif ferent source of
information Help students determine the best method of
gat henng the information f rom outside sources, for example, a
telephone tnter;tew or'a letter Later, compare each group's
answers

Part 2

Several sources of information for these questions are listed in the
resource guide The answers will be based upon opinions since
the terms helpful and harmful are relative and vary in meaning
from one person to another Furthermore, there is no correct
answer to question 3 lt,should stimulate your students to think
critically about how we use the land and apply technology

,

CONSERVING SOIL
Act'vitY "aster 7 How People Have

Used Soils
Part 1

tiave dIsS,isrS nets led lood wat, 1,0
rt \Et, 3IS to bwIk1 shelter The- land t.I Is Sots
hjw ,Ilways provided W I VS, 8jjct' I h, vyd1

trUe th Ii '1f1( An ercans
Nat,e Amer ..arlosely rtla'ed th(

n,Afarrn large ar( as or dig
_Aar e mines The Nat Ne Arrericans were greatly

Mfected by the cirmate the soils and the
vegetal on f or ,nstance only a few of the
Nattve Amencans In the Plains States
established faimrrig villages In many areas of
the Piains States the climate and so ts made
fanning difficult These Native Americans Could
notgrow enough food like t hose 1nq fn the
Southwest and the Ohio Valley Most mo,ed
Iron, place to place living in IeMPOrary (arl,PS
and tolloVsng ther Fymary food SOune the
out fafi.., These Native Americam kept moving
theit camps with the herds

F,nd out what Nattve AmerICans I,ved nyour
area many years ago Read about them and find
the answer to these questons

Wr,at Native Americans lived in you! area'
2 What types of food dd they use)
3 How did they get food water and shelter
4 pid therliye in villages or travel from plate to

place'
5 Could they farm large areas for focKP

Par t 2

Tbklay we still rely upon the land and as soils It
biodes uc wdh Many natural resources But
wc can lhange laige areas uf land with uoi
aanced technology and machines Most 0 us
,ire not as close to the land as the Native
Arnemam were instead we use machines to
alter the land to get toed, water, and matenal
for shelter lq the process, we have both helped
and harmed the land

Using encyclopedias and your own
expenence, answer the following questions
I Lt some of the ways our use of technology

has harmed the sand
2 1.6t some of the ways our use of tethnology

has hefped the land
3 Many scientists say that we shOuld use less

technology A bad dec tSrOn MUM harm the
land for many years Other soentistssciy that
we depend upon the use orlechnology ID
supph the goods vice need and want We
should use more technology WhKh group
do you think is corrMt Why"
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Activity Master 8
if-

U.S. History Was Affected by Soils
4ObjectIves

1 Students will conduit research to list theteasons Acriericans
continually moved west during the Colonial Period and the first
one hundred years of our nation!s hiStory

2. Students-will evaluAte the critical role that land in general and
sbils in particular had in thi's westward migration

3 Students will contrast this hVorical perspective with our
current dependence upon the soils

SuP lies Needed: researCh materials
,

Sev al days before the actiyity, contact your school librarian to
obt in reference material on the topiC*This will help your
stu ents get started (A list of references appearsin the resource
g de )

Since your students will be working in small groups on a report,
a key to this activitY is organization You may want to present this
action plan to your students to help them organize

1 Seleet one of the questions for research

2 Conduct preliminary research on the topic
Create an outline

4 Determine what information you need to complete theputline
5 Conduct research.

6 Decide how to present the information
D

7 Select visual aids that can be usted to helpyoUr pres'ptat ion.

Divide the clas into small groups and disAiss the'
interrelationships that exist among the land, soils, water, plants,
animals, and minerals Then ask your students to read the activity
master, have them seleo or assign a topic to each groyp, and
have them get started tet your students know whether the end

, result should be ap oral or written report; or a More creative
expression such as a skit, play, or newscast AlsO set a deadline for
the presenioion

4 0
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U.S. History Was Affected.
by Soils
The land is the surlacoot the earth arxd all its
natural resources ttI plann the Zinimals
mi,,erals and more important he soils The
smiled States is a nation blessed with large
areas of fer He soils It MS Called a land of
abundance by early explorers and settler s They
came from Europe in the 1600 sand 1700's
When ttley arrived they found large forests for
timber They found many animals IN their fur
Pelts The soils were thf SOurCe of this peat
abundance ,

The land and thcsoil wet e also very
important from 18.20 to 1900 At that time\ he
U S was iapidly growing westward Most
Americans felt that they had the hoh imove
westward into the tourpana Purchase

al,fornta and the OrtSCon Territory The
w eSterri soils were fertile The land wasfreet
inexpensive As pioneers moved west, the
nation becam e larg er

Below area list of guestioncabout these two
periods of U S histbry Get together in small
Oro* Joth you ;.-cTa ss mates Research the
topics later, share the information that you
find with yourclass in an ora4br written report;
in a plaxior other creative.expreSSiOn

1 Why ddEuropeans move to the 'slew
World during the 1600 s and 1700's,
Describe the life of a typical family during
the 1600 s or 1/00 s

I What were land rushes, How did they
originate'

4

5

7

8

9

to

12

What was the riomestead Act of 1862 ,
Why was I t important'

Why dd pgxieer s Mew art0 the Great
Mains 7

Describe the life of a pioneer lanlity during
the 1850 s

What is the history of inventionS such as the
s teel plow barbed wire, and windmilFs/

What dif ficultiesthirairoads have in the
westward expansion,

What advantages, did railroads broaglia.the
western poneers 7

Describe farming practices during the
1700 s and1850's and compare thernlvith
modern practices

How did this westward movement af fect
the Native ignericans thler agricultural
practices and their use of the land,
How did migority groups influence the
settlement of the United States 7 What hos
been their impact on American
agriculture,

#`
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Activity Master 9

How We Degrade Soils
----"ObjeCtiiie.S.---

1 Students will recognize why human activity tends to degrade

2, StucWnts will state how human activity degrades soils"
3 Students will explain why soil de9radation is a serious problem.

Supplies Needed: reference materials

Ask your students to work,indMdually to match the problems
with the facts In some cases they will need resource materials
The following are brief comments upon the correct answers that
yauwill prObablywant to mention to your students

1 Land with factories and homes built on It cannot be changed
back into cropland. The cost would be too great.

2 The hazardous waste dump sites can add poisons to soils that
may not breakdown for hundreds or even thousands of years.
These same poisons may pollute water supplies.

3 ' Fewer crops are harvested from severely eroded soils Silt that
runs Off can cause water pollution. These soils are more easily
eroded in the future:

4..Soils can become compacted under the heavy weight of tractor
tires. Compacted soils are 'not as productive and they erode
more quickly than non-compacted soils. Proper conservation=
methods do overcome_these problems,however

5 and 6. The land cannofge used again for agriculture until it 15
properly reclaimed Water pollution can result and erosion can
'be high since soils are exposed.

7 Water pollution can result from water that runs off the
feedlots. Irthe feedlot is on soil, it will erode more rapidly

8. Pesticides used to protect young:seedlings can get into runoff
water and cause water rfollution. Erosion can occuruntil the
trees are large enough to protect the soil

9 Paving the land for shopping centers, houses, or transportation
permanently takes the land away from agriculture Paving also
speeds runoff du ririg rainfall or snowmelt
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4

The following two lists concern the losS of sod
quality The first contains ten facts about soh
The second ksts the problems that could occur if
sols degrade The problems are related ito the
facts Match the problem with the related fact
Then place the letter Or letters of the problem in
the'space besde each fact

The.Facts
A 1 Each year 675,000 acres of American

cropland are changed into other
uses This eq ual to a one-third mile
stnp of landstretch,ng from New
York to Ca hf orn

kE3,0 2 Scentistave found over 6.000
dumps leaking barrels of

^ hazardous wastes More hoc:Mos are
expected

C,D,E 3 Up to 22 tons of topsoil are eroded
each year from an acre of land in
certain regions of the country Thrs
about 11 pickup truckloadsof sol
from an area the 9ze of a football
field

E 4 Farmers now use larger machines for
Planting and harvesting their crops
Asa result one farm worker now
supplies-food and fiber for 78 people

A,C.D.E 5 Nearly 3 Won tons of minerals are
mined each year The minerah a re
made into steel, glass and many
other items

A.C.D,E

0,E

0,E

A.E

6 Each U 5 citizen throws away about
4 pounds of trash every day This
trash is usually boned in a landfill

7 Over 150 milhon kvestock are sold
each year for food Many of these
animals spend bart of their fives in
feedlots

8 Nearly St billion of forest products
are soki each year The amount sold s
per year *expected to double in the
next 40 years

9 There Is about one car for every 2
people living in the U S Many square
miles Of sol have been paved to make
room for these cars

The Problems
A The Land for pracfical purposes can never

again be used for agrKullure

The amount of chemicals can build up aod
remain,rnihe soh for many years

C The soA un grow fewer crops
D Nearby or distant water supplies can become

polluted

E The soils could erode rnortrapidly

4



Astivity Masfet 10

Soil Erosion:
Howit OcairsoPartl
Objectives
1 Studer-its will identify local examples of sheet, rill, and gully

erosion

2 Students will discuss how sheet, nll, and gully erosion occur

3 Students will list why sheet, nll, and gully erosion occur

upplies Needed: stream table (commercial or homemade)

Ask students to brainstorm reason's why erosion is a serious
economic factor List the reasons on the board,. Students should
realize that soil erosion is serious and has an impact on all of us

_ Obvious impacts-wpuld-be-thetostof-diedging silt fi um riveN and
harbors This would increase taxes In addition, food costs could
rise since eroded soils are less productive.

Emptiasize the fact that 6 4 billion tops of soils are eroded from
U S. lahU each year. This amount of soil Would fill 320 million
average-size dump trucks iteach truck carned 20 tons of soil. If
these trucks were parked end-to-end and were 25 feet long, they
would extend to the moon ancrthree-quarters of the way back

Descnbe the 'three types of .erosion caused by moving water
and have your students fill in the chart. Then ask your students to
search for examples of erosion in their community and answer the
remaining questions If this is not possible, you could take \
photographs using slide film and project the slides in class You
could also search for examples on the school grounds.

You can demonstrate the types of erosion in the classroom in a
comrneroa Ily,purchased stream table. (If you do not have access
to a strearn table, you can make one out of a shallow, rigid box
linvith waterProof plastic. Fill the box with sand.)

Sprinkle water down the sloped stream table Controlling the
amount of water anchthe slope 0 trial and error, all three types of
erosion can be demonstrated. Demonstrate the effect of sloi5e
and vegeta tion on erosion

4 4
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Soil Erosion°
How I;t Occurs, Part 1

Er osion occurs when the sol is moved from one
place to another by moving water or wind
Three types of erosion are caused by moving
water' sheet, rill, and gulty erosion YOur
teacher wdl describe the differences between
the types Use that information to fill in this
chart

Type of
Erosion Description Cautes

Sheet

Fti

Gully

Look through your community for examples of
these types of sol erosion When you find
them, photograph or draw pictures of them
Then answer these questions

Sheet Erosion
Where did you see sheet erosion,

How didyou know sheet erosion had occurred

Why did sheet erosion occur in this area'

Rill Erosion
Where did you see rill erofion,

How did you know that had occurred,

Gully Erosion
Where did you see gully erosion,

How dd you know that gully erosion had occurred'

Why did gully 609ccur in this area'

tth



Activity Master 1 1

Soil Erosion.: How It Occurs, Part 2 t
Objectives ,
1 Sttidents identify local exampieV,0 land i6pimge and wind

erosion

2 Students will list why land slippale and wind erosion occur

3 Students will rank the erosion paiblems in their community

Supplies Needed: none

Students should be able to answer 01c-wile-or-false questions
on wind erosion and land slippage frOM information gained from
prellbus activities Otherwise you cotid ask for volunteers for
an w- - .- estton-at a time Explam tO your
students,why each question is true or false

Next your students can se:arch for examples of wind erosiolit
and land slippage Wind erosion can be difficult to see Evidence
includesvery small dunes of silt and sand around cocks, trees, and
other obstructions to the wind They somewhat resemble snow
drifts but are much smaller Another clue is gritty dust on window
sills to your house Land slippage is more common along river-
banks and steep road ernbankments.

As the final activity, review the five types of erosion Then have
your students rank them from the largest to the smallest for your
area The problems mty vary within your community To obtain
rankings, they can interview local farmersor the city manager Or
they can use personal observations. To determine the actual
ranking of soilerosion in your location, contact your local Soil
Conservation Service or conservation district office

G

CONSERVING SOIL
Activity Master 11

Soil Erosion:
How It Occurs, 'Part 2 ---

Ai.tNity 10 you lea; ned how mi.mnig water
causes sheet rill and gully erosion Soil is also
moved from one location to another by the
wind ac,cf by land slippage Wind erosion is a
greater factor in the Plains States but it can be
seen anywhere strong winds move xross bare

Answer these true or false questions to [earn
more about wind erosion Place a T on the line if
the question is true or an F if the QUestiOn i$
false

r I Wind erosion is worse ,n forests and in
the mOuntams

T 2 Soils that are covered with many trees
and other plants erode less of ten than
uncovered soils

1 3 Wind erosion is more likely to occur at
high viand speeds

4 Wind erosion is greatly affected by the
amount of rainfall theareater the ram
the greater the loss

1 5 'Some soils are more easily er oded by
wind than others

Write the answers to these two questions on
the back of this activitysheet 1 Where have
you noticed wind erosion in your community'
2 How did you know It was wind erosion'

Largest problem

SMallest problem

Soils are also voded by land slippage land
slippage occurs when large blocks of sol move
downhill Answer t hese,quest ions to find out
more about land slippage

E 1 Moving soil sioth a bulldozer to fill in a
gully ts an example of land slippage

1 2 C alifornia has many mudslides during
the rainy seasons Thev damage homes
and roads These rnudshdes are
examples of land gippage

1_ 3 Land slippage can of ten be seen along
steep road cuts

E 4 Frequent freezing and thawrog can
also cause soil to move down hil1s this
can be seen on farm fields during the
winter

E 5 Land slippage damages more land
than any other type of soil eroston

Descnbe any landslippage problems that
dccur in you; community on the other 9de of this
ctivity sheet Tell why and where i occurred

Sheet, rH, gully, and wind crown as weH as
land slippage are Eve types of soil erosion In the
space below place the f ive types of erosion in
order Begin with the largest pro m 0 your
area End with the smallest probser in yoka

area

location of problem



Activity Master 1?

Soil Erosion: How It Affects Us
Objectives
"1- Students will conduct res-earch on the Du St Bowl era

2. Students will compose short stories about the impact of the
Dust Bowl on the individu a)

Supplies Needed: research materials

Begin by asking students to read the first paragraph of the activity
sheet Then have them brainstorm other ways that sod erosion
affects us. list the answers-on the board Students should
conclude that there are no benefits to sq erosion

Next your students should read the remaining part of the
activity sheet You can add any other information to emphasize
the tragedy of the Dust Bowl You could also read all or portions
of the first chapter of John Steiribleck's The Grapes of Wrath This
short chapter inclUdes a realistic dekription oi what the dust
storms looked like. It als0 has a brief section on how the storms
affected farmers .

Ta conclude therlesson, ask your students to 'conduct any
research that they need to write a short story or other creative
expression. Students could read books about the Dust Bovyl era or
read articles in magazines from that time (Most large libraries
keep back issues of periodicals in storage ) Students could also
interview persons who lived then Contact your local Soil
Conservation Service for information on how the Dust Bowl could
have been prevented The short stories or other forms ef creative
expresion should be written as if the'student lived through the
Dust Bowl

You might also invite a person that lived during the Dust Bowl
era to speak to your class Or, as an alternative, tape record an
interview with that person Such an experience would be an
excellent culmination to this activity

CONSERVING SOIL
Ac ivity Master 12

Soil Erosion:

A

How It Affects Us
Sol erosion 6 an expensive national problem 8 Thousands of unempked, ioor farm
Each of us pays for it m higher food bills and f amities lef t the Dust Boièa Many of
higher taxes Eroded soilscan nor grow as much em headed for California They often
food per acre Silt and sediment Must be dug a me migi a tory workers living in camps
more of ten from our harbors and rivers to dear
the way for Boat andship traf I ic

ThjOust Bowl era 6 the best example of how
erosioci can affect people The Dust Bowl
occurred dunng the 1930s in Texas, Kansas,
Oklahoma NT Mexico, and Colorado
Drought and harsh winds created large dust
storms Eroded soil filled the skies The sun

9 Th was a sense of gloom, confusion,
miser , and hopelessness among the many
PeoP1e1Miotived in the Dust Bowl

10 The Dust Bowl was caused by a
combination of three factors the Great
Depression, drought, and poor agricultural
practices

How would you have felt living in the Dust
looked blood red through the gray haze Farm Bowl era7 Would yOur family have lef t7 Where
equipment, houses, and roads were buried Sot would you have gone, What would you have
was blown so high into the air that it traveled
far away as Washington, D C

Read these facts about the .

Dust Bowl era.
1 The naton was in the Great DepreS9on

lobs were scarce and money was in short

suPPfY

2 TOug h prane g rasses were replaced with
yvleshsedartought resistant crops ot corn and

3 Many acres of rangeland were overgrazed
and were lef t bare or with httle cover crop

4 A series of severe droughts occurred in
1431;34 36 and 37

5 Milhons of acres of corn and wheat
withered and died in the Plains because of
the drought

6 Farmers could not make payments on
Iloans Many lost their homes and f arms to
banks and loan companies f

7 Huge dust storms eroded the soils In some
places from two inches to one foot of
topsoil were lost

Think about these questions, then wnte a
short Story or other creative expres9on about
the Dust Bowl tt need not be long:iust a few,
paragraphs will do If you need help, vie one of
these sentenno get you started

"Christmas of 1937 would have made Mr
Scrooge hapgy

"The porch swing banged behind me as I
tried to escape the terrible heat of the long
af ternoon

"As a rural mail carrier I hated the letters I had
to deliver from banksto small farmers

'No one answered m y question Would we
have to leave Rex behind 7.'

Pa kicked at the dry stubbleall that was
left of a promising spring crop

We could have prevented the Dust Bowl if
only we had

4 9
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Activity Master 13

Why Conserve Soils?
Objectives
1. Students will tell why soils can be called one of our most

valuable resources

2.. Students will categorize reasons for conserving soils as
humanitarian, economic, stewardship, environmental, or
aesthetic

SuppliezNeeded: none

The 15vords at the bottom of the page are hidden in the word
_puzzle and are used to fill in the blanks of the statements Each of
these statements is a reason we should conserve soils.

List the five categories of soil conservation reasons on the board
and explain their meaning to your students. Then have your
students categorize each of 15 statements on the activity sheet
Students can place the following abbreviations on the space
before each statement HUM for humanitarian reasons; ECON
for economic, STEW for stewardship, ENV for environmental;
and AES foraesthetic. It is possible that one reason may fit into
more than one category Ask your students to brainstorm other
examples for each of the categories. Conclude this activity by
asking the question, "Why can soils be called one of our most
valuable natural resources?" clearly all of the reasons listed on the
activity sheet and thosebrainstormed by your students answer
the question.

51)
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Why Conserve Soils?
Activity Master 13

There are 15 words hidden in this puzzle These
words are listed below Try to find as many as
yOU can You can circle thorn across, down, and
diagonally The letters of each word are always
in order Then use t he letter of the correct word
to fill in the blank in these statements

0
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A

0
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11

EUTD1F P

I xi::" I R I

0CVGAHR
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V N F e o
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U
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BVZVF

R

C

nn

COWIE,

c) OD

KPBAN
uoz o BGMES

SYTSW

EWC

I

IN

H

1(WILD!. IF.E)

1 Sods a re one of our most valuable

2 STvje soil erosion can lead to water

3 Sol k must be kept high to
produce all of the food we need

4 People in rnany developing nations
would be a...without food aid
from theti S

_ .5 Prosperous, productive farms
provide u s wit h beautiful I as we

- travel along our nation's highways

_ 6 Windbreaks and oher sod
Ns conservation practices create homes

" for birds, rabbits, foxes, and other
kinds of o

___ 7 The fdependsuponproductne
sods

B usfoodah44psrcetthei
needs of many peoplemdeveloPng
nations

_ 9 More t han 40 years-after the Dust
Bowl era, rn IS SI tIl a national

challenge

_10 Sol &own can increase the once of
the e that we eat

_11 Mudslides, gullies, and muddy
water ace n 'to look at

_12 Soil a is an important part of
prosperous farming

_13 c occurs when there are severe
food shortages in an area

____14 Every day, more and more d ts

lost to non agricultural use

___15 Food is a ;Ivor bth,jtwe s1l to
nations around the wprld

a consentattOn i nutntional
b export

ff optiduutirtivity

I scenery
e food
I future

m sod erosion
n ugly
a wildhfe

hq nhautquqrZI resources
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Activity Master 14

Managing Soil Resources
Objectives
1. Students will investigate the history of the,Soil Conservation

Service (SCS) and soil conservation districts.

2. Student will.locate their local SCS and soil conservation district
-

offices.

3. Students will describe the services offered by their local SCS
and soil conservation district offices.

Supphe,s Needed: research material

Begin this activity by asking your students to read the top of the
activity sheet. You may decide to add any additional information
from the guide or other resources as a supplernept. Students -
could also further research the topic of soil conservation in a
library. They could focus on former national figures such as Hugh
Hammond Bennett, the first Chief of SCS, or Louis Bromfield, a
prominent writer, conservationist, and farmer. They could look
under these subject headings for appropriate topicS:
Conservation, Natural Resources,Soil Conservatia,or Soil
Erosion

If a local individual or group (such as youth groups, the League
of Worben Voters, or the Audubon Society) has a significant role in
conservation, students could report on their activities Local
libraries and historical stcieties are good sources of this
information.

Students should first use their home telephone directory to find
the offices of the local SC S office (listed under US. Government,
U.S. Department of Agriculture)and the conservation district
(listed under State or County Government). NeV you could
contact the of fices and obtain needed information for the
class. Otherwise the offkes may be overrun with calls. It may be
helpful to ask a conservationist from these offices to speak to
your classes Students shouldprite a list Of questions to ask the
speakers. Such a resource pergon would be an asset for this and
the remaining activilies of this lesson.

CONSERVING SOIL
Activity Master 14

managing Soil Resources

"

Dunng the Dust Bowl era, many people became
very warned about soil erosion As result
three cooperating agencies were created They
help Amencans conserve sods All three are still
working together to help us use sal resources
wisely

The Sod Conservaton Serince (SCS) was
formed in 1935 It o part of the U 5
Department of Agnculture This agency has
offices in almost every county in the U 5 tts
headquarters are in Washington, Dc The SCS
conducts sod surveys tt also researches
conservation methods and shows citizens how
to usesod properly An irnfortant ob IS to give
land owners information to help them conserve
soil and water

Another USDA agency, the Agncultural
Stabdization and Conservation Service lAS(S),
provides cost-thanng to land users fa
conServaton work

A third und isthe sod conservation distnct
Conservation dotncts are located in almost
every county. They are a branch of the local
government In 1937 President Frankkn
Roosevelt asked the states to pass laws
Permitting conservation distncts to aganize

A group of people who are other elected a
Sppanted are in charge of the district They set
Imatconservabonpnonbes

With the help of yf teacher, answer the
fowillong questions bout these two agenoes

Soil Co nservat ion Service

Under what listing in the telePhone book wobld You find this a9ency,

What is the telephone number and address of your local S CS of fKe7

What recent promos has your local SC S office waked on.)

How can your local SCS of fice help the la

Soil Conservation District
Under what listing in the telephone book would you find this a9encY?

What is the telephone number and address of your local office,

What retent projects has your local of lice worked on?

HOw can your local of foce help the landowner ?



Activity Master 1 5

Managing Water Resources
Objectives
1 Students will define a watershed.

2. Studentwill sketch the Watershed of a stream.
3 Students will ciscribe the hydrologic cycle.

4. Students will summarize the importance of properly managing
soils and surface water runoff to minimize erosion and water
pollution

Supplies Needed: U.S Geologic Survey topographic map or
road map of yOur cOnImunity, tracing paper

Students will need to knoi/the definition of awatershed and the
basic principlesOf the hydrologic cycle for this activity. Begin by
providing this information to your class. Then describe how to
outline a watershed on a map. This can be done by drawing a line
around a waterivay along the crests of the highest ndgetops. Qn
a 71/2-minute-scale U.S. Geologic Survey topagraphic map, this
can be done using the elevation contour lines. On a road map or
en the aCtivity master, draw a line roughly equidistant between
adjacent waterways. Have your Students do this for a local stream,
using tracing paper and maps.' i.

Help students draw the watershed for the Little Green River on
the acti;ity master. Then answer the questions as a class exercise
Have students read each question, then ask for volunteers to
answer them.

The following.are possible answers:
1. All the land area that drains into a particular stream or stream

system.

2. See dashed line on map.

3. Brown analull of silt.
4. None. They are in different watersheds

Soil Conservation Service ard the local sail conservation district.

6 Upstream along the Little Green River, and within its
watershed.

7 It could cause more silt to enter the Little Green River. It could,.
also cause more frequent flooding since water could run.off
the fields faster.

8. Dark, hch, and full of organic maOcIt and living organisms.

9. Soil an'd water management practices affectthe movernent of
water within the watershed, not between watersheds.

CONSERVING SOIL
Activity mager 15

managing Soil Resources,.

..... ..........

PLEASANT
VIEW
FARM

fr

I Define the term -watershed

2.1ffutline the Little Green River watErshed

1 The person that owns Pleasant view Farm practices pcxx sod conservahon Descnbe thewaterthat
flows through Ftrverdee after a heavy rain

4 what effect would poor soil conseivation on Pleasant View Farmhave on Wood Creek?

Why?

5 The citizens of Riverdale are angry because the Little Green River floods every spring it nab° brown
with silt after every rain What local government agencies can help them?

6`Suppose you are a sod conservatonist Where would you look for the source of Riverdales water
problems'

7 Suppose the person that owned Plea sa nt View Farm allows cattle to overgraze the f relds Trie
pastures are almost bare What ef fect(s) would this have on the Little Green Rive°

8 Descnbe an deal type of soil to prevent runof f and sod erovon for the owner of Pleasant View
Farm

9 Why rs the watershed an important unit of Land tostudy In so4and water conservation?

u



Activity Master 16

Matching Land Use with Soils
,Objectives

1. Students will examine a simplified sod map and observe soil

' tyPeS.
4

1 .2 . Siudents will search for examples of problems that were
created because land use was not properly matched with soil
types.

3 Students will evaluate a land uSe suggestion,given sod types on
a simphfled sod maji.

Supplies Needed: colored transparency markers

Describe for your students examples of problems that can result
from not matching land use with the proper soils. Ask your
students to search for similar examples in the newspaper or in
their community.

,

Project Transparency 3, A Soils Map. Point out the cardinal
points on the map. Also point out the town and buildings, rivers,
and other land features on the map. The sod types are shown in
red Once your students are accustomed to reading the soil map,
have them work on Activity Master 16

Emphasize that soils are a limiting factor in using the land
Obtain a soil surveyfor your county Show it to the class and
describe its Use Have students search for their homes on the map

. -.1-\\
Possible answers.inclale:

1 Celine-A and Celina-B
2 Brookston and Ross '

3. No Because it is subject to frequent floodlhg
4. Brdokston anditoss
,5. Farming or a park or play area
6 Homes in the southern part of Union are built on the Ross and

Brookston soils,which have severe limitations f6r homesite
location.

7. Celina-A and Celina-B. Btookston and Ross if buildings are
placed ori higher ground .

. ,

Conclude the lesson by stating that Union wants to expand
west into the land across route 48 People want new homes,
stores, and a park. . Illk

Ask a volunteer to shade the areas on the transparency where
they would put homes and shops (on the Celina-B soil). Then have
a volunteer draw parallel lees on the transparency where they
would put'the park (on th,e BrOokston soil).

Note: the chart from this activity sheet wi e needed for
Activities17 and 18

J U

I.
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,

)

Matching Land Use
with Soils
Look closely at the sods rnap on Transparency 3
it is an illustration I Tom an aena photogr aph
r The sod types are outlined in red

s This thart 5 a summary o f information about
the soils found on this map It is taken from a
sal survey Thechart kts the types of
hmitahons that are placed on land use by ioih

VIII. (Seasonally h . 0 water usually oth4s in vont
andearly spring ) ,

Use MI° information to answer questions
about the soil map

1 which soils are the best for bolding homes,
stores and roads,

2 Which soils are the worst for building homes,
stores and roads'

Should any hornaor factory construction
take place On a 'Ms SOO 7 Why 7

Soil Description

Brookston Very dark
(Bp) grayth brown,

poody drained

Cetha A Brown to-dark
(CeA) brown runoff is

stow

Celina 8 Brown to (ran,
(Ce8) brown runoff 5

medium fast

Ross Verydark
(Rs) grayish brown

well drained,
sandy in places

4 On what kinds of soil would you expect to
see large pooh rArater after rains'

5 What type(s) of Landow would you
recommend on a Brookston(BP)seff)

6 What evPdence of poor land use can you see
in the tovm of Union 7

...

7 On what sods would you recommend
building a park or play area'

Farming
HomeSite

' Location

Construc-
tion of
Streets

Parks and
Play

Areas

Severe ,

seasonally
high water"

Severe
seasonally
hgh water

Severe'
seasonally
high water

Moderate
seasonally

q high water

Sight' Slight Sight Slight

Slight Moderate,
subject

to Cf 0905

Moderate
subrect

to Cf 0905

Moderate
sublect

to erosion

Severe
frequent
flooding

Severe
frequent
flooding

Severe
frequent
flooding

Severe
frequent
flooding

_

0

-,

9



.Activity Master 17

Rural. Soil Conservation Practices
Obj ctives
1 Stu ts will describe'soil conservation practices that are

COMM n the rural environment. (Many of these soil
conserving methods also work well in aties or suburbs )

2 Stadents will investigate their communities for soil
conservation practices.

3. Students will recommend a conservation practice for problem
areas that they find

4. Students will recommend conservation practices for the areas
illustrated in Transparency 4

Supplies Needed: different color transparency markers

After students have read t he activity sheet, review the rural soil
conservation practices Thenproject Transparency 4 It is a -

simplified topographic map of an undeveloped area with soil
types (described in Activity Master 16) superimposed over the
land features.

Explain to your swdents how to read the map. Point out the
elevation contour lines, soil types, and other land features State

4 that this is a map of a farm Ask studenis to -give suggestions of
conservation practices that can be used in the different areas of
the farm. They should refer to t he soil chart in Activity 1 6 and the
faCt -sheet in Activity 17 to make their land use decisions

First ask your.students to help you outline the agricultural fields
Use a dark-colored marker to outline the fields on the
transparency. Begin with conservation tillage, the first method
listed on the fact sheet. Have your students suggest areas on the
map where this type of tillage can be used tb.conserve soil Write
the name of the conservation practice on the transparency.
Continue down the list of eight practices on the fact sheet Ask
your students to suggest areas on the map where the remaining
conservation methods can be used Write those names on the
transparency with different colored markers Possi Fry are---`

shown on this reduced jmage_of-T rency 4. Note that several
-arrb-f Ci3k1 in onearea

r Planting
and Strip Cropping

or Terraong

assed
ater ay

Wind ea

p Rotation and
onservation Tillage

can he used on
ail fields

If students have difficulty starting, give this example. The
Brookston soils have problems with seasonal high water
Drainage tile buried in these soils could help remove some of the
water from those fields with Brookston soils

5d

ile Drainage

Fence Row

Sandy River t



Activity Master 18

Urban Soil Conservation Practices
Objectives

.

1. Students will describe soil conservation practices that are
common in the urban environment. (Many of these soils-
conseNing methods also work in rural areas.)

2 Students will investigate their communities-for soil
conservation practices.

3. Students will recommend a conservation practke for problem
reas that they find.,

4. Students will rAommend conservation practices for the areas
illustrated in Transparencytt.

Needed: different lolor transparency markers

After students have read the activity sheet, review the urban soil
conservation practices. Then project Transparency 4. It is a
sirpplified topographic map of an undeveloped area with soil
types (described in Activity Master 16) superimposed over the
land features

-

Explain to your students how to read the map. Point out the
elevation contour lines, soil types, and other land features. State
that the class has just bedn asked to design a suburb in this area
Ask students to give suggestions of where to locate a subdivision
of 'homes (including streets and roads) and one or more parks,
and to tell what soil conservation practices can be used during
cdnstructiOn. They should refer to the soil chart in Activity 16 and
the fact sheet in Activity 17 to,make their land use decisions

Asl< your students to help design a housing subdivision
(Possibleanswers are shown on this reduced imageOf
Transparency 4.) Draw the suburbincluding streets and access
roadswith a dark-colored marktr on the transparency Then
draw one cr More parks, using different colored markers
Continue down the list of urban conservation practices on the
fact sheet. Ask your students to suggest where and how these
methods Can be used during or after construction Write the
names of these methods on the transparency Note that several
methods can be used in one area

If students have difficulty starting, draw in the subdivision as
shown on this reduced image and ask students wby this is a
correct land use

Note No home
construc tion on

Brookston sod

Par k Inc)
Lot

**,



ctivity Master 19

zrowing Enough Foocl:
Maintaining Soil Productivity
Objectives
1 Students.will determine how soil productivity is a major

faerOr on our level of living.

2 Students will analyze those factors required to maintain soil
productivity

3. Students will list those practices of modern agriculture that
both add to and detract from soil productivity

Supplies Needed: none

To begin the lesson, ask your students to read the first paragraph,
look at the charts, and read the first question,. In the first question,
students compute the percentage of change for each factor from
1950 to 1980 To do this, they simply divide the 1980 figure by
the 1950 number, then multiply by 100, Explain the meaning of
percenrchange to your students. Students fill in.this number in
the chart and answer the remaining questions.

To give a balanced view to this activity, explain that certain
modern agricultural practices can lead to a loss of soil quality
Economics requires farrriers tO use larger equipment, buy more
equipment, plow larger fields, and plant more row crops. This
leads to increased erosion and possible soil compaction. State that
an increase in the use of technology over the past 50 years has
resulted in the increase in productivity. But soil quality has actually
decreased

Conclude the lesson byasking your students these questions
What do you think caused the decrease in the number of farm
workers from 1950 to 1980? Make a prediction about the use of
agricultural chemicals in the year 2000. What effect would
continued soil degradation have on soil productivity? What ef fect
could reduced soil productivitY have on food prices? On supplyi
What effect would lowered soil productivity in the U.S. have on
developing nations?

44
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Maintaining Soil Productivity

The Unaed States exports more farm products
than any other country on earth Farmers can
grow so much food because soils are very
productive and because of technological
improvements (Productive soils can grow more
food on an acre of land )

Wok at these three charts on sod
productivity, then answer the questions below

Chart 1; Factors Concerning Soil Productivity

Index of Index of
Agricultural Farm Acres

Year Chethicals Machinery Harvested
Used* Used (in millions

(1967= 100) (1967= 100) of acres)
1950 29 84 345 ,

1980 174 128 353 '

Percent

of + 600%
Change

Agricultural
Exports

(in millions of
dollars)
S 10 1
S2100

1',2% 102, 2079%

'PeStrOdei and Fertilizers

Chart 2: Percent of Farm and Nonfarm Workers in the U.S.

Farm Workers
12 2%

1950

Farm Workers
2 7%

1980

Chart 3: Cost of Food in Three
Countries

U S. Japan Russia

Average % of
family income T7% 25% 50%
used fa food

1 Figure the percentage of change breach
factor from 1950 to 1980 Then place the
answers at the bottom of the chan (One has
been done for you

2 Food produttion changed by + 150% from
1950 to 1980 Which of the factors
increased food production the most?
Agricultural chemicals

The least? Acres harvested

3 Agncultural exports changed by +. 2079%
from 1950 to 1980 Food rs our nation%
largest export commodity

4 Between 1950 and 1980. the percentage of
farm workers decreased from 12 2%to
2 7%.

5 In 1980a farm worker produced about six
times more food for one hou r's work than a
worker in 1950 Mywaslhis pcesible?
More agricultural chemicals and more
machinery were used

6 Which country has the hardest time
produong food? RussiaWhich produces
food most easily? U S

7 Su ppose your farmly earned S20,C00 in a
year How much money might you pay each
year fa food in the U S ? S3 4001n japan?

S5 000In Russia? S10 000



Activity Master 20

.Growing Enough Food:
Disappearing Farmland
Objectives
1 Students will recognize that the irreversible loss of farmland to

other uses is a national concern

2 Students will compare land use in their commUnities noW and
in the past

3 Students will discuss the interrelationships between
disappearing farmland arid world food supplies.

Supplies Needed: reference materials

Have your students read this activity and select the correct
answers After they have finished, read the statements and
provide them with the correct choices Emphasize the connection
between the ability to meet the woild demand for food and the
kiss of farmland Point out that if we continue to lose our
farmland, the United States may not be able to help feed the
additional two billion people expected in the world by the year #

2000 What might some of the consequences be if we cannot
grow extra food for export?

Investigate how farmland is being lost in your ara You can
easily tell by comparing current aerial photographs, soil survey
maps, or land use maps with those that are ten, twenty, or thirty
years old Older land use maps can be fousd in old books about
the history of your county The maps and photos show how
people use land at different points in tii-ne for agriculture, for
homes, for shopping areas, or for industry By comparing the old
and the new maps, you can tell how much land that was once
used for farming is nOw used for something else

Allow small groups otstudents to study the maps close up
Help them find their hoMes on current maps and that same area
on older maps.

You could also have someone from your community come to
your class and tell what the community was like 30 or 40 years
ago

0. GA-

-
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Activi" ma"" 2° Growing Enough Food:
Disappearing Fprmland

fill in the blanks in the story from the hst of
wads below Each word is used only once The
Senteae should give you enough dues to
choose the right word

Part I

John Smith and his wife Dawn have been

raising crops and vest ak

on their farm for many years Now they are

having a difficult time making a _profit

Their property taxes keep using

The costs for farm machinery fuel

and supplies are also rising But the Smit hs do

not get paid much m6re for t ha harvest

The Smiths are d iscou lag ed with farming

At the s'ame trme the suburbs are

expanding Home builders are hunt ing for more

land The land is needed to build

houses_ bus!oessts factories

and roads

A kxal Wilder made a good offer

loi thor farm and the Srnths sold

bu.ilder

businesses

factories

crops

harvest

profit

costs

houses

roads

suburbs

land

taxes-

discouragecf

livestock

Part 2

Many other farmers lace the same problems

that the Smithsdid Rural _areas are

bong changed into cities and subuitnlvtCY -
year we lose about 675,.003 acres

of cropkmd We lowland to tTsese competinv

uses reservoirs , trampor ta non,

Lrports and miniug These

typofIosese rreversible The land

can never be used again for a grkul t u re

In addition we lose I orest.s and

wet la ndi each year Thrs may make

lumbeL and yal_clide habdaf

scarce in t he future

We should not continue to Jog_
f al mland t his fast It MI6 more dif I !cult to

grow enough (god kx Cra USe and

for expor t

acres

airports

agriculture

food

forests

ureversible

lose

lumber

mtning

problems

reservoirs

rural

transpor tation

wetlands

wildlife



Activity Master 21

A Hoine for Wildlife
Objectives

1 Students will descnbethe role of food, water, and shelter in
attracting wildlife into an area

2 Students MI tonduct a survgy to determine atwudes toward
preserving wrldlrfe habitat

3. StudentS will seek information on what is being done in their
communities to preserve habitat and attract wildlife

Supplies Needed: none

Introduce this lesson by emphasizing that all animals.need a place
to live or they cannot survive The location in which wildlife
naturally exist, called a habitat, must have ample food, water, and
shelter The type of habitat varies from one organism to another
List several plants and animals on the board and ask'your students
to describe the habitat needed to survive

Explain that the survey on the activity sheet has no correct
answers It is searching for personal opinions. Explain how to
answer the statements, then have your students take the survey.
Next students can have an adult take the survey

Students should compute the average answer both for
themselves and for adults Compare the two averages A lower
average answer number reflects a general opinion that it is
important to provide habitat for wildlife q-lave students,
brainstorm any difference in average scores

Conclude the activity by exploring what is being done in your
state and community to preserve wildlife habitat Have one
student group write a letter to your states department of natural
resources A second student group can prepare a letter for the
local government. A third student grouP can get information
from local conservation groups, such as local chapters of the
Sierra Club, Audubon Society, or Izaak Walton Leagu'e Addresses
of such groups can often be obtained from your local library or
Lhamber of CommerLe Ask eadi student group to report back
to class

CONSERVING SOIL
Activity Master 21

a I I I I I I I

picurp
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A Home for Wildlife
How important a d to preserve tornin for
wkil,fe, There are many answers to tha
quest,on Many of the answers are based upon
persOnalopmons Read the follOvving
tatemenis Then wnte yOur opnion ,n the

space prowded tater play the roks of a
newspaper Polbfer and read the Same queston
tow) adult (It Lou3d be a parw

Drechons First read the statement Then
wnte the number of the answer that best
describes your opinion Use the following
number code for your answer

Code Answer
1 strongly 'agree
2 - agree
3 -r noopinion neutral
4 - disagree
5 - strongly disagree)

1 we must provide a home for wild* in our ohes
andon Our farms

2 We should not build homes I actore o rOads
senstive wildlife habitats

3 We should stop construction projects d they ruin
t he habitatsof enda5eredviddlife

4 Backyards and school grounds re important
places tO plant trees and shrubs to attract birds
and other wildlife

S I like to watclibirds and other wkltife

6 I want to do more tO protect the habitats Of

7 Buildng homes and roads a less important than
preserving valdlif e habitat .

8 It is egualtyitnportant for farmers and for people
who bye as the «ty oprovde homes for wildlife

9 Wld animals are an important.part of our naton

10 Wildlife habitats are an important pan of city
rks

Your An Adult's
Opinion Opinion

Sum of Answers

AverageAnswer

11,6,

4
/11:47:1MompirroAll'411.1

dal/ (#7jI fa.
amoral

11 4 diP

c 1111112,_

.11111
.06

AMP



Activity Master 22

Soil Pollution from Hazardous
. Chemicals .

Objectives . . .-

1 Students will summarize why hazardous chemicals are so
persistent in soils

2 Students will describe how to prevent hazardous chemical
pollution in their backyard,*schoolyard, or other designated
area.

,, -
.

*Supplies Needed: warning labeis from household products

To begin the activity, ask students to read the introductory
rnatenal on the activity-master- List the categories of hazardous
chemicals on the board and ask students to give'examples of `
each, Explain the term toxic and why itmeans more than
poisonoUs Then explain why they are persistent in soils, and hoW
soils can become poHuted. Next, have your students survey'their
homes for products that are hazardous They should lookfot
labels that contain words such as Cautiorti.Danger, i.nd Warning.

-Students should list tbese ploduct ob kg-activity master and
then write the ineSSabg frofria warning label thatthey found .

. Discussthe nepd &such labels and the type of iriformation that:
n)" Warning labels Also mentioh that there are safer alternabyds

-.. to many chemicalsHave your students reSearchtiological control
of pests and other alternatives , .

Calling. on their tfaCkgrouncl and experience, studentswhbe
, able to evaluate the statements Orlotheabttom of the activity '

' rn.asier.

Televispn news programs and newspapers quite oftensovera
Idnsportation accident that has resulted in a spillof

4
hazardOus

chemicals. 1,-iave your students search for stich he` events and

then repbrt theni to class The class 'can also resea Ch.what tan.be.
doRe to prevent such damages from occurring in thefuture

, .

CONSERVING SOIL

Activity Soil Pollution-from
Hazardous Che icals

,r

There are ovsttAl,000 chemicals used n
.iCiustry and at horne Some of these chemicals
keep us healthy Others are used to make the
products we want Many chemicals are needed
16 ra,Se our (bed A6001 ten percent of all
chemicals are harmful to human health and the
enwonment They are called hazardours
chemicals Hazardous c hemca ls are clasvf led as
flammable corrosive, radroachve, explosive,
and toxic

Once in the environment, some hazardous
chemicals rerna,n there for years Th()y can
bethme tightly bonded wth sod day particles
Organsms that live in the soil do not break
&writhe chemicals eaSy Nether does
sunlight. heat Or moisture In addtion,
hazardOus chemicals can become stored in fat
tissues of animals This can contaminate food
supplies Animals higher up n a food chain ((or
InstanCeOWIS frSh, foxes, and people) can store
more hazardous chemicals since they have a
greater opportunity to eat contaminated food
To prevent these problems, we must use, store,
and dispose of hazardous chemicals caref ully
What are some of the hazardous chemicals that
you use at home'

Check at home

Wnte down t he War ning label rOrn a prOduct

that you pmk S hazardous

Read te fnsttecnets 'Then place a P
the stateme r a proper way to USe, store, or
drspese of che .c.ah Or place an I if it is an

improper proced e OrIthe back of thissheet
tell how to correct ny improper procedure

I 1 Jackjustdngedtheodinhiscar He
dumped the waste oil into a ditch behinds
his hopse

P 2 Sue usps a thick layer of mukh tostead of
herbicides to keep weeds from glowing

' between the shrubs in her/ard

I 3 Bill uses insecticides to kfleveiy spider and'
insect that he finds in his garden

L 4 Beth leaves open containers of paint
thinner and gasoline in her basement

fS Amy keeps most of her household
chemicals locked in a cabinet

I 6 lredernptes a bottle of an uriknown
chemical on the ground behind his

garage



Activity Master 23

Surface Mining and.Reclamatipn
Objectives t,

1 Students will'explain soil and water degradation that can result
from improperly reclaimed surface mines ,

2 Students will describe how proper reclamation reduces soil and
water degradation t

3 Students will identify the cosIs and benefits of proper
reclamation. 4..

, .

Supplies Neededpone ,

Begin thelesso'n.by defining theterms surface mining and
reclamation to your students. Surface miningrefers to the
practice of removing mineral resources that are at or just
beneath the surface of the ground It is also called strip mining
Reclamation is the process of restoring sUrface-mined areas back
to the condition they exhibited before mining.

Your students should have little trouble in ordeing the steps
of reclamation listed on the activity sheet. however, they will

. probably need help telling why each itep is important Divide your
class into four groups. Each group can research one of the steps
andieport back.to.class. , .

To do the second part of the activity, students vvill need to
nderstand the concepts of benefits and costs as they apply to a
clamation project Benefits are the positive features that result

from reclamation. They caninvolve environmental benefits
reducing levels of pollution, returning,the land to productive use,
or creating recreation opportunities. Abother type of benefit is
the value (in dollars) obtained from the renewed productivity of
the land This is an economic benefit.

Costs are construction expenses for equipment, personnel and
supplies neededlo carry out the projectVese can-be called
economic costs.) Costs can also refer to the damage to the
environment that could occur if the project was not carried out
or if it is not properly done (These can be called environmental
costs.) In the case of mine reclamation, damages could be the
erosion and water polkition, and the destruction that could result
from flooding in communities doWnstream from the project.
Other damages nclude loss of recreational opportunities or the
loss of bnd from icialtural use ...P

CONSERVING SOIL
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ACtivity'er" Surface Mining and
Reclamation
This chart outlines the steps involved in
reclaiming a surface mine Th2 order ts
scrambled hstread..eachsentene Then place
a number in the firs/ column showng the night
order Complete the chart by telling why each
of the steps is important You may need
textbooks or other books for help

Order
4

Description of Why Is This
Reclamation Step Step ImpOrtant7

To redice soil erosion and put
the land into productive use

Plant a cover crop of grasses of
nove trees and shrubs

Push the rocks and sod into the To bury large boulders and
m ne rocks and to reck,ce the

problem of acids*draining from
the mine

3 Spreaa topsoil oCer the area To plac# a Layer-of prod./et/ye
soil over stenle rocks and
subsoil

2 Smooth over the area to nearly Tp eliminate deep holes and

the or nal shape steep ciif fs and make a rea
sonic

, Some of these statements kst thebenefits of
redarnoon Others hstthe economic costs of
reclaiming a mine Still others descnbe the
damage to the land that can result from no
redama ton Yoe can think of thrs as an
enwonrnental cost Place a 13 in the soace by
the statement if it describes a benefit Place a C
if it rs a cost

Cl tt not-reclaimed the land cannot be used
again

8 2 Soil erosion is aknost stopped with
proper reclamation

C 3 Redarnaton needs large earthmoong
egopment, fuel, and people to run the
machines

B 4 tise land can be used as pasture for cattle
ar,d other livestock if property redaimed

13 5 Parks and golf courses can be budt after
reclamaton

C 6 Nearby water can become polluted wth
erosion and acids with irfrproper
redamaton

C 7 The pnce of mined minerals WA go up as a
result of reclamation

a



Activity Master 24

Recycling Organic Wastes
Objectives
1 Students will restate the sources of organic wastes that must

be disposed.

2., Students will describe the advantages and disadvantages of the
recycling of organic wastes

.Supplies Needed: none

Begin the lesson by describillgconcept of recycling:Then
describe organic wastes to your students

Recycling, in this example, refers to the following sequence
1) FoOd is grown in soil 2) The food is used:3) Food and other
organic waste products are then returned to soils as organic
wastes. 4) Soil organisms break down the organic wastes into the
nutrients 5) The nutrients are used by new plants as they grow.

Organic wastes are called sludges by,industry. They are the
liquid, semi- lid, and solid materials thatare, for example, left
over from food ocessing and sewage treatment. These sludges
are loaded ont trucks. Often the trucks drive onto fields before -
plapting, onto astures, or onto reclaimed surface mines. The
trucks spray or apply the wastes in even and specified amounts on
the soil _

Have your students read the activity and answer the questions
Review your students' answers.

You may wish to explain composting of household wastes to
yout students This is a practical alternative to waste disposal and
recycling that your Students can do at home. Several references
are listed in the resource guide. Your students could also research
the methods of municipal solid wastetelisposal that'are used in
your community

Conclude the lesson by asking your students to categorize the
facts as advantages or disadvantages to the recycling of organic
wastes All of the facts except 6, 7, and 8 are advantages

: 4.4
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Recycling Organic Wastes

Read these facts about organic waste recycling
Then use the facts to answer the true or false
questions. In the blank af ter each answer, -write
the nu mber(s) of statements you used to reach
your answer

1 matter rs a valuable ingredient in
sol Farm soils are gradually losing organic

2 The topsoil used to reciarrn surface mines
Itoutteldf have a large amount of organic

3 Sewage treatment plants are a source of
ongirkic wastes that must be disposed

4 Fooci processors and other companies are a
source of organic wastes that must be

- disposed

5 It is possible to recycle many organ4
wastes We can spread them on the land to
add organic matter to the soil

6 It is too expensive to spread organic wastes
on land that is fir a±yay from a sourct

7 Hazardous chemicals and heavy metals
(such as mercury. copper and lead) can
pollute organic wastes,

8. Polluted organic wastes are a health hazard
when spread on farm fields

9 We can test organic wastesfor pollution
before they are spread on fields

10 We will benefit if we recycic organ stes
carefully

k
.

F 7.8 a All organic wastes are safe to
use on corn fields

T 1,9.10 b Pollution-free organic wastes
can help fanners build up their
soils '

c Large abesdo not make
enough organic wastes

T 2 d Reclaimed mmes are good
otace to spread organic wastes

F 5,9,10 e It rs better to dump organic
k wastes into a lapdf ill It rs too

hard to spread thc:m on fields

f A Cahforma farmer could not
use wastes from a food
company in Ohio

F 9,10 g Recycling agar-0c wastes will
not be an important disposal
technigue-The pollution
problem too great


